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"How should
the hospital
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they'll be
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Coe outlines MCCH goals
from those in the state healthcare
two-day
By DAVID BLACKBURN
al
industry to administration to manretreat at KenStaff Writer
agers to employees and patients,
Isaac Coe wants the Murray- lake State Park
have to be involved in the process,
Calloway County. Hospital to be in Aurora.
they said.
Sounding at
THE place to work in this region
Becoming the_ "empl(aer
by getting 'employees involved in -times like a pep
choiee'in—in—
e region "is not a
--making changes:improving dyer- rally lead-et-Ca
_reaching
quantum leap -from where • we are
all performance and reducing the said
now," Thomas said.
amount of money spent per patient those goals durThomas said a 1999 focus group
by the hospital while limiting the ing the 2000-01
year,
survey that drew 458 responses from
payroll's percentage in the budg- fiscal
COE
began
which
about 250 employees showed a need
et.
And he'd like to do it within Sunday, will be fun and success- for more communication within
ful. And the hospital is "well-posi- the hospital's departments, helpthe next three years.
ing end "turf issues" and a "that's
"We can do great things, and tioned" to do so.
But, said Coe and corporate the way we've always done it"
it's not going to be hard," said
Coe, the hospital's president/CEO human resources manager Jerry mentality.
But the most common response
since July, Saturday at the hospi- Thomas, the hospital must change
tal' board of commissioners' annu- the _ way it operates. Everyone, was gratitude that their opinions

were being sought. Thomas said.
"We don't have enough direct
employee involvement." he said.
Sally Davenport, the hospital's
vice .president- of patient care services', .said.pIaiptu chanEf that ihy
using 12 "commando," or quality
improvement, teams throughout the
fiscal year. Involving employees
who actually. do the wink in the
decision-making process improves
morale and efficiency and helps
them shoot for higher standards.
she said.
The long-range goal is to earn
at least a. 95 score- on the 2002
survey by the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations (JCAHO).

BERNARD KANELedger & Times photo

WHITESVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Gasoline prices that dipped •
below $1 a gallon at rival
stores drew so many bargain
hunters that police were called
in to clear away lines that spilled
out onto a highway.
Customers lined up six and
seven cars deep waiting to fill
their cars, four-wheelers, 55gallon barrels and other containers with the 98- and 99cent a gallon gasoline at The
Pantry and the Country Cupboard No. 8.
Ken Sandefur spent $124.70.
Sunday to fill two 55-gallonbarrels and several other containers.
The Fordsville farmer said
he will use the gasoline next
summer to run his farming
equipment.
"I'd do it again if I thought
I had the money to spare,"
he said.
John Goetz hauled his 300gallon tank in for a fillup. He'll
also use the gas to run his
farm implements, he said. It
took Goetz nearly 30 minutes
to fill the tank, giving him time
to go inside for a snack.
"If I was behind that, I'd
be pretty aggravated," Goetz
said.
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Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
60 to 65. South wind 5 mph.

Wednesday.. Partly sunny.
High in the middle 80s.
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Preparing and analysis -for the
JCAHO survey will naturally benefit the hospital, Davenport said.
"You cannot help but be a successful organization," she said.
Coe made the same point in
listing one of the hospital's goals
as raising the patient-satisfaction
rate to the 90th percentile, based
on comparisons with hospitals of

• See Page 2

Statistics at
MSU show
drop in crime

WASHINGTON(-AP) — The
presidential debates will be one
big snooze-test for Americans
Without Ralph Nader and Pat
Buchanan there to force
accountability and discussion
of difficult issues, the pair of
third-party candidates say.
Voters "want exciting issues
that are not being discussed.
They don't want to fall asleep
in front of the television set
watching the drab debate the
dreary," Nader said Monday on
CNN's "Larry King Live."
Both plan to be in Boston
for the first presidential debate
Tuesday night. But they won't
sharp the stage with Republican George W.Bush and Democrat Al Gore. Nader, the Green
P-arty nominee, and Reform
Party candidate Buchanan fell
far short of the 15 percent
support they needed in major
polls, as required by the sponsoring bipartisan Commission
on Presidential Debates,
"Who are theg- to decide
whom the American people see
and hear?" Buchanan, appearing on the same program, said
of the commission.

Residents
drawn into
gas war

MCCH's 1999 score was a 93,
which was updated to a -94 once
the hospital corrected a deficiency in the way doctors in longterm .care areas signed off on ver-

DIGGING IN...City of Murray Public Works Department employees were on the Murray State
University campus Monday replacing a water line at the entrance to Stewart Stadium. MSU
plans to install decorative columns, and the water line had to be replaced to handle the extra
weight of the structure.

DUI laws.less tolerant

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The first statistics released by the Murray State University
Department of Public Safety under the Kentucky Postsecondary
kducation Campus Security Act of 2000. more commonly
known as the Michael Minger Act, are now 'available on the
Internet.
Results posted at www.murraystate.edu/publicsafety/stats.htm
show statistics required by both the Minger Act and the Jeanne
Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime
Statistics Act of 1998.
MSU Interim Director of Public Safety Mittie Southerland
said crime statistics had to be sent to Frankfort in September. She said the inclusion of categories listed under the
Minger Act did not drastically change the way the university
compiled its annual statistics..
-It Was pretty much business as usual," Southerland said.
"There were a few things the "Minger Act added that we hadn't had to do before."
The Minger Act, named in memory of former MSU student Michael Minger, who was killed in a dormitory fire in
1998, requires crimes which occur on university property, public property contiguous to university property or on property
owned or controlled by an officially recognized student organization to be reported to the public safety department.
The public safety department must then make timely reports
to the campus community of such reported crimes determined
to present a safety or security threat to students or employees:
Crime categories specifically listed on the MSU report in
conciardance with the Minger Act are criminal damage,• men-

• See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — You
might think about resisting that temptation to have one more beer before
heading home or'taking the last one
with you for the drive. Kentucky's
new laws on drinking and driving
are a whole lot less tolerant of the
whole idea.
And it didn't take long for law
enforcement authorities to start getting the message out. A driver in
Franklin County was cited for violating the new .08 blood alcohol content for drunken driving just after
midnight Sunday morning, 10 minutes after the law took effect.
"Kentucky will A the difference
in reduced drunken driving deaths,"
said Troy Ayers, regional administra-

above the speed limit or has a child
under 12 in the car is subject to a
portation Safety Administration.
The 2000 General Assembly over- minimum of four days in jail even
hauled the DUI laws in the culmi- for a first offense. There are also
nation of a yearslong struggle to provisions for confiscating the license
lower allowable drinking levels and plates. for repeat offenders .or allowfinally outlaw carrying open con- ing the installation of devices —
tainers of alcoholic beverages in mov- called ignition interlock — that require
ing vehicles.
a driver to prove he's not been drink"This was not an easy piece of ing before he can even start the car.
legislation to get passed," said Rep.
Kentucky State Police CommisRob Wilkey, D-Franklin, one of the sioner Ishmon Burks said during a
prime sponsors of the legislation this
news Conference to publicize the new
time and in years past.
law
on Monday that the incidence
A major part of the new law deals
driving has declined somedrunken
of
with repeat offenders and stiffer penalstill a significant probwhat,
but
is
ties for more egregious offenses.
driver
drunken
who
For example, a
Page 2
is also going more than 30 mph IN See
tor for the National Highway Trans-

Lieberman spends first
day at 'debate camp'
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — Joseph Lieberman verbally
sparred with aides Monday on the first of three days of
"debate camp,"-preparing for his upcoming bout with Republican Dick Cheney.
The Democratic vice presidential candidate and his aides
covered a "broad scope of issues" during a series of question-and-answer sessions, spokeswoman Kiki McLean said.
Washington lawyer Robert Barnett, who has been involved
in debate preparations for every Democratic presidential candidate since 1976, played the role of Cheney.
"He's being very tough and he's getting me ready. He's
the Cal Ripken of debate preparation," Lieberman said of
Barnett, referring to the Baltimore Orioles third baseman and

II See Page 2

More governors
press Congress to
aid sick workers
WASHINGTON (AP) — More governors on Monday asked that
the federal government compensate terminally ill nuclear weapons
plant workers.
Weapons plant workers "made tremendous sacrifices for the safety
of our nation," Gov. Gary Locke, D-Wash., said in a letter to congressional leaders.
"We owe them a great debt, and I urge you to find a way, in the
defense bill or another vehicle, to try to repay it."
Gov. Gary E. Johnson, R-Nev., sent letters to Capitol Hill urging
passage of the same proposal, calling it help "long deserved," and
asking for swift enactment. The governors of Ohio, Illinois, Kentucky,
Tennessee and South Carolina also had urged passage.
For Weeks, conference committee negotiations on the Defense Authorization Act have been bogged down over whether the legislation
ought to include a Senate provision. That would create a compensation program for weapons plant workers suffering from cancer or lung
disease because of on-the-job exposure to radiation, silica or berylli-

• See Page 2

•
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ALL DONE...Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteer Jeff Shields hoses down the remnants of a semi trailer frame owned by Eric Hicks that burned Monday on Shoemaker Road. Three trucks and six firefighters responded to the blaze, which began when
workers were trying to build a trailer.
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similar size, within three years.
aitaking the patient No. 1 - and
keeping the community healthy by
finding and filling a specific need
- will naturally lend itself to success for the hospital, he said.
"Health care is a local business," Coe said, referring to neighboring counties such as Marshall
County, where MCCH is building
a clinic. "We need to build relationships that focus on the patient."
A lack, or perceived lack, of
caring 'about patients was the top
Complaint in a 1999 state survey
by the American Hospital Association, said Carol Ormay, the vice
president for membership services
with Kentucky Hospital Association, during Friday's meetings.
The hospital is already making
prpgres.;1n. getting- pi-m:itive-feedback, said Jim Taylor. the hospital's senior vice president of professional services.
Two years ago, the hospital
received 1,939 compliments compared to 857 eomplaints, Taylor
said. This past fiscal year, the ratio
was 4.059-1,177 - a 48-percent
increase, he said.
But attention to patients requires
more personal contact, and that
has been, and will continue to be.
more difficult, because of a national and statewide shortage of nurs-

es and nurses' aides, KHA offi- competitive, Coe said. But he noted
cials told board members.
that all benefits will be reviewed
The number of people taking to determine if there is a demand
nursing educadon has dropped for all of them or if they are adeabout eight percent since the mid- quate.
Coe also wants greater effi1990s, said KHA president Michael
ciency within departments in order
Rust.
That is combined with the fact to get the per-patient cost to the
that the large, babj boomer-gen- hospital back to the 1998-99 level
eration of nurses will be at retire- of $4,237 and eventually to less
trient age in the next four to nioe than $4,000.
years, Rust said. That will put
Having the departments work
even more demand on other nurs- better with each other, and with
es who see it as an already demand- physicians, can lead to shorter
ing job in the face of a rapidly stays for patients in the hospital,
aging' society, te said.
Coe said.
Financially, Coe wants the hosThe average length of stay at
pital's payroll to equal no more MCCH last fiscal year was' 6.05
than 44 percent of its overall budg- days, said Vetter, using as an examet. It will be about 52 percent of ple figures on pneumonia patients
the new $63.04 million budget from a survey of 14 community
presented.by Louis Vetter, the vice hospitals.
The average of the other.
presidentof cbrporate -finance, dur- Ta91iiiê. 'á
5-.02—days.
ing Saturday's board meeting.
But getting it to the 44-percent
If MCCH reduced the average
mark can be done through attri- length of stay for all of its top
tion. once someone retires or quits, 25 services, it would reduce 4,988
and/or finding ways to increase days for patients and save the hosnet revenue,* such as offering a pital $3.184 million, Vetter said.
new service, Coe said.
"That would solve a lot of nursCoe said that that goal does ing problems," he added.
not mean downsizing.
Rust lauded the hospital for its
"I guarantee that has not been grounds, employees and facilities
an option that has been discussed," here and in Trigg County.
he said.
"I will tell you this hospital is
Neither has benefits reduction, well-respected around the state,"
noting that the hospital has to be he said..
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From Page 1
itrrt. There-were 42/00-DtTratirestK
in 1998 and about a third Of the
819 traffic fatalities in Kentucky
last year were attributable to alcohol.
The state will receive about $3
million in incentive funding from
the federal government for its more
stringent legislation. Transportation
Secretary James Codell said the
division of the money has not
been worked out, but it will be'
usedto promote highway safety.

• Blood alcohol content of .08 presumes impaired
driving. Previous standard was .10.
• Mandatory jail time for drunken driving with aggravating circumstances.
• Fine of $35-$100 for carrying open alcoholic beverage container.
• License plate confiscation or ignition interlock
for repeat offenders.

Utll

The impasse has been caused
by a rift among Republican lawmakers. Senate Republicans are
insisting that the defense bill include
compensation. House Republicans
are balking at the proposal's cost
of $1.7 billion over 10 years.
The Energy Department's top
health official, David Michaels, said
that Energy Secretary Bill Richardson had spoken with House Speaker Dennis Hasten, R-111., and other
House leaders.
"We've been trying to assure
those people worried about the
cost of this program that it's selflimited, in that the exposures that

prove
phonTh
ical g
to its
tamed
its ct
emerg
Th.
OMU
comm

the hi

A

From Page 1

caused the diseases occurred in
the past," Michaels said.
Last spring, the Energy Department reversed 50 years of federal policy by declaring that workers injured or killed by radiation
at weapons plants should be compensated.
The Senate later approved a
measure granting $200,000 in compensation from the federal government, plus health benefits, to
workers who had been exposed to
radiation, silica and beryllium.
The House adopted only a resolution supporting the idea of compensating the ailing workers, forcing the issue into a conference
committee, where it remains.
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When It's Time to Retire,
Make Sure That's
All You Have To Do.
You don't want to spend your retirement worrying about
maintaining yourstandard ofliving. With proper advice and
planning now,you can enjoy the peace and leisure you have
earned. Call ustoday.
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report of arson for the 1999 peri"We had a number of thefts
od, although Southerland said it out of residential college rooms
acing, reckless homicide, stalking,
was a minor incident.
last year," she said. "There was
terroristic threatening, theft, wan"There was a dumpster fire in some clarification about how to look
ton endangerment and weapons posone of the residential colleges last at those, how they were considsession.
fall," she said. "It was determined ered thefts or burglaries."
All of those categories saw
Alcohol-related crimes were up
lower numbers in 1999 than 1998, that it was set somehow. It didn't
any
cause
slightly
damage."
in 1999, from 12 in 1998
according to MSU reports. Reports
The
to
category
15
only
to
in
see
a
1999. Drug-related crimes
of criminal damage dropped from
39 to 37; thefts reduced from 90 notable rise was burglary, but fell from 16 in 1998 to 11 in
to 76; wanton endangerment went Southerland said part of that dif- 1999. There were 39 alcohol viofrom two reports to one; and all ference could be attributed to lations that were reported by camother categories reported no offens- changes in public safety depart- pus security but were referred for
ment policies as to how to clas- campus disciplinary action rather
es.
sify
different types of crimes.
than being investigated.
The university did have one
Southerland said she had not
seen statistics from the state's other
universities, so she was unsure
how MSU compared to other public safety departments. Murray was
highlighted as Kentucky's safest
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
college town in 1994 by Crime
•Crystal Michelle Mayo, 25, of Paris, Tenn., remained in the Calloway in College, a nationally published
County Jail Tuesday morning in lieu of a $75,000 cash-only bond after an student guide to personal safety.
early morning arrest on charges of second-offense manufacturing methamphetamind and second-offense marijuana possession. Mayo's arrest at 2:15
a.m. on Billy Branch Road just south of New Concord came after an investigation by detectives. They, with a detective from the Murray Police
Department and Marshall County Sheriffs Department, found her with a From Page 1
meth recipe, clear tubes, lithium batteries, crushed cold medicine pills, a
record-holder for consecutive games
quarter-gram of meth, scales and a smoking pipe. as well as three ounces
played, 2,632. "He shows up every
of marijuana.
day
and works with great skill
Murray Police Department
and gusto."
• Richard Bazzell, 21, of Williams Street, was listed in stable condition
Though Cheney, the former
in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Tuesday morning with severe
defense
secretary and Wyoming
chest injuries he received in a two-vehicle accident Monday afternoon.
congressman,
has described himBazzell was southbound on North 12th Street when a vehicle driven by
self as the underdog going into
Christina Rutkowski, 20, of Bourland Lane, who was northbound in the
Thursday's debate at Centre Colturning lane, pulled in front of him at the intersection of Diuguid Drive,
lege in nearby Danville, McLean
according to a witness.
tried to portray the GOP vice pres(Information gatheredfrom logs, citations and/or reportsfrom respecidential nominee as a tough oppotive agencies.)
nent for Lieberman.
"This is a man who faced the
eyes of the nation every day during a wit- (the Gulf War). He's
someone who also was a member
"WHATEVER IT TAKES SALE"
of Congress for 10 years. He's
been through campaigns before.
He's not' a novice. I'm sure he
*ALL CREDIT ACCEPTED!
will have a strong performance,"
*NO MONEY DOWN!*NO PYMT. 'TIL 1001!
she said.
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
Seated at a long oval table,
Lieberman described the prepara1-888-670-3035
tions for the sit-down debate as a
WEATHERMASTER PRODUCTS
"therapeutic" break from his hectic campaign schedule. lie Was
briefed-Monday on everything from
the capacity of the debate hall
(1,200 people) to the temperature
of the room (65 degrees).
Lieberman's debate camp was
in Arlington House at Eastern Kentucky University, a converted mansion overlooking lush green hills,
lakes and an 18-hole golf course
that serves as the faculty-alumni
center.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG

• Lieberman
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Highlights of laws

• MSU
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1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
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DETOUR.. Construction temporarily closed off Poplar Street Monday in front of the new Wellness Center as crews continued working on the facility, scheduled to open later this month.
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OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — A
flawed system of radio communications between city officials and
utilities workers hindered efforts
to respond to the damaging tornado that struck- here in January,
according to a new • report.
Assistant City .Manager Bob
Whitmer and 14 supervisors analyzed the way Owensboro responded to the Jan. 3 tornado and prepared a report for the city focusing on ways to improve.
During the first 24 hours after
the storm's touchdown, the single
most difficult problem for the city
was that it couldn't communicate
with Owensboro Municipal Utilities, Whitmer said. The city and
OMU were operating on different
radio systems at the time and cell
phones, pagers and telephones
priived wire]iabie,-Whiimir —said. The problem became more critical as OMU dealt with damage
to its own operations. OMU sustained $3.2 million in damages at
its customer service center and
emergency operations buildings.
The city has since provided
OMU with radios to solve that
communication problem. "
-We assumed we would have
the heads of the utilities -- tele--

Agency
disputes
figures
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Both parents and state officials are
angry about a report from a child
advocacy group listing Kentucky
among the 10 worst states in dis•
tributing support payments.
Gary Ferguson, who heads Fathers on Rights for Custody Equality, said he was alarmed to learn
that $11.1 million in state child
support payments had not been sent
to parents in 1999.
"That's a major obligation they
;
have to fulfill," said Ferguson:„
Kentucky's state child-support
program collected about $220 million in child support payments in
1999. The Cabinet for Families and
Children program enforces court
orders and collects the support payments.
State officials should see to it
"that money goes to the children
that it belongs to," Ferguson said.
But state officials have questioned the accuracy and fairness of
the national report, prepared prepared by the Association for Children for Enforcement of Support
Inc., or ACES, a Washington,
D.C.-based advocacy group.
Steve Veno, state child support
director, said the state actually had
more than $10.3 million in undistributed funds and a legitimate reason for holding them.
Veno said $3.3 million was for
intercepted income tax payments,
$3 million was welfare reimbursements and $4 million represents advance payments and cases where
the custodial parent can't be found.
"It was shocking to see Kentucky listed as an example of the
top states with undistributed
money," said Veno. He said kenway has been persistent about collection and distribution.
ACES' president Geraldine
Jensen defended the group's report
and criticized the state's inability to
locate families.
Jensen said the ACES report
came directly from an analysts the
group did on states' child support
collection and enforcement data
from the federal go'vernment's Department of Health and Human
Services.
"There's just no reason for not
finding those families who should
be getting money, not just in Kentucky but across the country," she
said. "For the size of Kentucky
compared to others, it just doesn't
make any sense. With the money
dads paid in support, states should
be able to find moms and kids."
Nationally, some $430 million
in support payments was collected
but not sent to parents, according to
ACES, which released the figures
during a Congressional hearing on
a bipartisan bill that would transfer
child support collection and enforcement responsibilities from
states to the Internal Revenue Service.
Veno, the state official, said the
child-support division has considered putting some undistributed
funds into the state's General Fund.
He said it would be money from
cases that the division has "exhausted all possibilities to find a recipient."
The division has not gone that
far, but if it did and the recipient
showed up later. Veno said the
money would have be returned
from the state.

phone, gas and electric — at the
Emergency Operations Center," said
Judge-Executive Reid Haire."What
actually occurred was that OMU
was one of those most affected
by the tornado, and he (Bob Carper, general manager) had 4is hands
full."

Other disaster response plans
were more effective. The city managed the day-to-day management
during the tornado from four sites.
It has an Emergency Operations
Center and also used the new
police administration building for
public safety efforts, the new pub-

DILS-11.Q L

SONY Under Cabinet AM/FM
CD Music System. Mounts Under Any Cabinet For Rich Beautiful Sound In Any Kitchen Or
Bathroom

k

lic works center for news confer- -Manager Ron Payne. "Then, after That meeting will examine the
ences and public works operations, 24 hours, it worked better to move county's disaster plan and discus
and City Hall for the management out into our other facilities."
any changes that may be in order.
team to assess its progress.
A follow-up meeting of the
The storm caused $70 million
"Having the county's Emergency overall disaster team will take
Operations Center as the initial place later this fall, according to in damages over three counties.
place to meet and assess the over- Richard Payne, director of the mostly Daviess. The damage to pubproperly
$15 million
all disaster worked well," said City Emergency Management Agency. licwas
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We Carry a full line ofSONY WEGA FlatScreen & Trinitron
Televisions. Come in and see the difference for yourself!

SONY
KV-53HS10 53"
Hi-Scan io8oi
Hi-Definition
- Ready Projection
TV. Up Converts
All Images To
Near Hi-Definition Quality!

YHT-17 Home Theatre In A Box
Complete Ready To Install System
Includes 5 Speakers, Powered Sub-

KV-61I1Sio 61" Hi-Scan
io8oi Hi-Definition
Ready Projection TV. Up
Converts All Images To
Near Hi-Definition
Quality!

r

RX-Vi The Ultimate Home
Theatre Receiver. DTS, Dolby
Digital, Cinema DSP,S-Video,
Component, no Watts Per Channel, 8.1-Channel DSP Surround
Sound.

Woofer, and Dolby Digital Surround Receiver.

YAMAHA

YAMAHA YHT-17

RX-V1

We carry a full line of Paradigm Loudspeakers,
from the tiny Micro Bookshelf Speakers to the
Studio Reference loo's. Please come in for an
audition today! You'll be amazed!

SONY • Paradigm • BOSE • Yamaha- Runco • Adcom • Paradigm

SONY DSC-S770
Digital Camera
• 3.3 MegaPixel
• Carl Zeiss Lens System
• SONY Memory Stick

SONY DCR-PC100
Digital Video Camera
• Mini DV Camcorder
.1 MegaPixel Still Camera
•0 Lux NiteShot"NightVision"

SONY DVP-S5600
DVD Player
• Component Video Out
• DolbyDigital & DTS
• Enhanced Features
411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

11111111111SONY SLV-N80
Hi-Fl Stereo VCR
• Hi-Res Realit Generato
• 19 Micron Heads
• Tape Guide Indexing

Complete Custom Home
Design & Installation
We Offer Complete Home Theatre
Design,Installation & Service. I

HomeTheatre • Home Control• Whole Home Audio • Phone Systems &

Intercom

Murray's Audio-Video Specialists
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In My Opinion... Better than ever
Ledger photographer
Bernard Kane asked
local residents, selected at random, this
questiall:
"How should the
MCCH board resolve its
dilemma regarding the
foundation?"

"I think members of the "i really have no opinboard should work with ion."
Judge Elkins and Mayor
Jimmy Williams
Curd to settle it. The hospital needs to be more
open about its work."
- Beverly Swain

"Personally, I've been to
see Judge Elkins, Isaac
Coe, Mayor Curd and
Attorney
(County)
Hutchens. After this
review, it gave me the
impression that the hospital was covering something up. I am against
the transfer Of public
assets to a private organization, not against the "I really don't know the
goals of the foundation." fac-t&" - Bill Outland
- Terry Isaacs

"I've heard people talking about it, but I don't
really have an opinion."
- Martha Hodge

Rating the debaters
WASHINGTON (AP) - For
George W. Bush, the great debate
challenge is to be likable without
being laughable. and to show he
is no slouch on the finer points
of policy.
For Al Gore, it is to be tikable without being boring, and to
show he is no stiff when talking
policy.
Bush needs to avoid his sometimes twisting tongue. so as not
to replay the kind of slips opponents cite to support their contention
that he isn't ufl to the job.
Gore-has to restrain the attack
instinct and habit of interrupting
displayed in prior debates.
It would be damaging in a campaign in which denouncing negative tactics has become a positive
strategy.
For debate watchers Tuesday
night, rating the presidential nominees on those points could he a
guide to the impact of the 90minute meeting on a campaign in
which Democrat Gore and Republican Bush are running almost dead
even in the polls.
In a contest this close, any
durable debate :min would be crucial. and the opening in Boston
of the three Gore-Bush debates
will set the tone for the rest of
the series. in Winston-Salem, N.C..
on Oct. II. and St. Louis on Oct.
17.
Unless one or the other changes
the odds with a major blunder any
time during their 4 1/2 face-toface hours, which is unlikely, the
moments and images of greatest
impact seldom are that obvious.
Bush has more to prove, and
an extra burden to bear.
His stumbles with words and
syntax, something his father the
president also did, would hurt
under the glare of the debate lights
and cameras. They have been fodder for the late-night TV comedians, and he can't afford to leave
them laughing over a debate glitch.
The governor of Texas has to
Show the nation he is a candidate
of presidential standing and bearing, in style and in substance.
After eight years is vice president. Gore is past that threshold,
but with his own set of problems.
He has skillfully unwoven two
•

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

..

WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Columnist
strands of his record, claiming a
hand in shaping the thriving economy while avoiding the burden of
President Clinton's personal misconduct — and so/far, of his own
missteps in 1996 campaign fund
raising.
Gore has been at this longer.
He ran for president in 1988,
debating in that primary campaign
before an early dropout.
In 1992 and 1996. Gore debated his vice presidential rivals, displaying a quick hit style with
opening quips that carried a barbed
edge.
He debated Bill Bradley 10
times this year in their campaign
for the nomination, dissecting his
rival's proposals with onslaughts
Bradley described as attack, attack.
attack.
Gore began prodding for debates
more than a year ago. when Bradley
emerged as a threat to his nomination. saying there ought to be
one every week, • then upping it
to two. He put the same challenge to Bush — scrap ads and
just debate.
It was a safe enough challenge,
because neither Bradley nor Bush
took it..
Against an incumbent nominee
in good economic times — usually a sign that the party in power
will stay there — the Republican
challenger can't afford to drop any
weapon in the campaign arsenal.
In contrast to Gore's debate
demands. Bush first proposed a
more modest schedule than the
unofficial hut influential Commission on Presidential Debates.
He.yielded, but not before the
maneuver helped Democrats argue
that he feared the forums.
That was then. and Gore's side
isn't saying that anymore.
They worry that too much will
he expected of the, vice president.
benefit just by
and that Bushholding his otvn.

To serve that purpose. Bush
spokeswoman Karen Hughes called
Gore "the best debater in politics
today." But she couldn't resist a
shot to the contrary, calling him
robot-iike.
"Obviously, we've got expectations problems," Gore campaign
chairman William Daley said.
And Gore has gone from daring Bush to debates to saying his
rival is a skilled, formidable debater.
Gore says they ought to be rated
even as debaters because Bush has
won every time he's done it, for
governor and for the presidential
nomination.
But'Rush didn't win the nomination on debating points.
He faced his presidential primary rivals .in 10, with no knockouts.
There seldom are in debates.
They most often serve to reinforce the arguments candidates
make every day they campaign.
before wider audiences — an estimated 60 million and up for the
presidential debates — and to
cement rather than change impressions of the nominees.
Gerald R. Fotd was seen as a
president prone to stumbles when
he blundered in a 1976 debate by
saying the Soviet Union did not
dominate eastern Europe.
Michael Dukakis was described
by critics as a bland bureaucrat
of a nominee in 1988, and his
dispassionate reply to the question of whether he'd change his
opposition to Capital punishment
were his wife the victim fit that
image.
In each case, the nominee suffered more for the debate moment
than would have been so for a
candidate who didn't carry such
baggage
Bush and Gore catty their own
to the stage in Boston.

"Scribbles," Murray Elementary's annual publication_ofitids'
MAIN STREET
prose, poetry and an, is hot off
the presses. Volume 13 of this
fabulous anthology features a
vibrant cover design by Anne Ferguson, titled "The People of MurCONSTANCE ALEXANDER
. (. ray. Adults and-Babits,-Teenagers - Ledger Columnist
Kids and Toddlers."
The 9-year-old's image of the According to 8-year-old Daniel, 8-years-old, penned a story called
local populace has everyone posed blue is "Water, still shivering" and "Diabites" and mentions getting
in orderly rows, each one smiling it is also morning, with its "cold, shots "evry" day. "Sometimes it
cheerfully, like a group lined pp sleepy sky." Most of all, blue is can be painful," he declares.
for a Chamber of Commerce rib- "the color of my mom's eyes,
Jacob Bell, age 9, remembers
bon-cutting.
walking and shining in the night his Grandmother Bell, especially
The first chapter of the current sky."
because "She thought Butterfin"Scribbles" edition is titled "If I
Lake Rigsby also shared her
gers
were the best candy ever,"
Were a Sunflower." Abby Dowdy's thoughts about the color blue, and
title poem is a sensory extrava- managed to create a stunning image Since she died, Jacob admits, "I've
ganza: She imagines that, as a of "blue tears falling from a child's sort of forgot her voice a little."
He confesses that many of the
sunflower, she would "smell lus- eye."
details
of his grandmother's house
cious grass beneath my stem" and
Emily Benson, age 8, examtaste "cool rain drops on my ined the color green and did an are fading in his memory, includtounge."
incredible job of describing it. ing the color of the inside.
As always, the work has not "Green is car eyes glowing in the
"It makes me sad to go in,"
been edited to correct misspellings, dark." My favorite is, "Green is Jacob says. But he is sure he will
so the reader can see how the a turtle shell hiding when a car always remember what his grandkids make creative use of phon- comes by." I'm also partial to mother looked like, and that she
ics. One of the most charming green as "pine trees, like harp "loved red and red roses."
aspects of "Scribbles" is inventive strings..."
If you have lost touch your
spellings that capture the sounds
Dillon Ward explored the color
childhood memories, "Scribbles"
of words so aptly. -Spashle" trans- gold and declared it to be "jazz
passport for a trip back in
lates into -special." "Hospiatle" music" and "brass instruments." is a.
to the years when you
time
and "Raticle" are "hospital" and He sees his chosen hue as "the
"radical."
desert, the hot burning sand that dreamed of horses and castles, and
With this kind of flexibility, touches my feet," and also a"mumy you drew pictures of your house
young writers have the freedom case that scares me in the dark." with a golden sun beaming in the
to get their thoughts down on His final tribute is that gold is corner, the sky blue as the eye of
paper without struggling with the "trophies that make me feel good." eternity, and a stick figure in the
extra burdens of spelling and gramKids seem to have a special front yard sporting a crooked smile.
mar. Instruction in those higher level appreciation for the outdoors, and
Publication costs of "Scribbles"
skills comes later. In the mean- that enthusiasm is skillfully por- have been paid through a grant
time, read,ers have no trouble inter- trayed in Lyne Basiak's "If I Were from the Murray Foundation for
preting meaning, as in Spencer Hol- a Raindrop." This poetic 9-year- Excellence in Public Education, a
brook's piece ."I Remibr."
old imagines that, as a raindrop, non-profit organization supporting
remibr wen the lites wet out she "would smell the fresh scent
projects and programs which enrich
at my hous I wus with my cusin. of dew" and feel "sharp points of
education
in the Murray City
Ther wus a stom, I fet funy. Thin grass." She ends with a great couSchools.
plet: "If I were a rain drop/I would
my mom and, dad came home."
Congratulations to the FoundaNot bad for a 6-year-old.
taste the mud when I hit it."
tion
for making such a good investNot all the stories are happy
-Sbme Or-The—best writing in
ment,
and to Murray Elementary
this year's "Scribbles" focused on ones in "Scribbles." Some chilcolors. I especially liked Daniel dren write of illness and loss with for another great edition of this
McGrew II's poem "What is Blue?" touching simplicity. Will Doran, unique anthology.

FROM OUR READERS
.Balance possible for social drinking.
Dear Editor:
The thought. conveyed by some of your readers that 100 percent of the social drinkers eventually
end up deficient, dead, diseased or incapacitated in any number of ways is absurd.
We are social drinkers and our entire family enjoys a drink now and then, with or without a meal.
Although now retired, our "habit" did not interfere with our successful careers or our ability to
provide a college education to all four of our children.
Nor did social drinking interfere with their atility to complete college (West Point, U of Wis, Vanderbilt, N. IL U.) and obtain their degrees ranging from bachelor or doctorate (nurse practitioner) science teacher and graphic designer.
There is no abuse or domestic violence in our family or alcohol _related accidents, & no health
problems resulting from our social drinking.
As a family we have relocated many times, including a few years in Europe. This is our first time
in a "dry" community. It hasn't altered our way of life at all.
Take a look at the drink mix section in the major stores here in Murray. If people weren't buying it, it wouldn't be on the shelf. Should we wonder what they mix it with?
If some of your readers have been frightened into actually believing that there can be no balance
in social drinking, they are misinformed, brain washed, or both.
We say vote and vote wet.
Al & Jan Bussey
1901 Larkspur Drive
Murray, KY 4207

Voters should vote against alcohol
Dear Editor:
One fact to consider is less than 1500 voted in Murray's last election. Apathy is the devil's favorite
dress when h-e-gets us to wear it too.
Now, a referendum has been placed on ballot for alcohol beverages to be sold in restaurants. Murray citizens decided they did not want alcohol sold here and have re-stated that fact in several elections.
The man, or woman, who stops at Bill's Restaurant for a "few socials" may head for your child's
sports game, later. Will you sit. next to him there, or stay ,home? Where will your child be though?
You may believe that taxes earned will benefit the area. If we protect ourselves, any revenues
earned from liquor sales will be used to pay additional police salaries.'Alcoholic sales will only enrich
a funeral home, or hospital business.
•
Our western states have had forest fires for weeks. Pollution is just one side-effect. Kentucky has
been experiencing smog and weather changes, also. Alcohol is a slow-burning fire. Native Americans
called it "fire water." You may not see its destruction at first. Prevention is easier and cheaper than
the cure. though. Your vote is needed to defeat the legalization of alcohol sales in Murray. Become
a voter statistic and say "no."
Dottie L. Farris
600 S. Ninth St.
Murray KY 42071
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Bacteria killing state's
pin oaks at growing rate

DEATH
Mrs. Elizabeth Broach Jeffrey

Mrs. Elizabeth Broach Jeffrey, 91, former resident of
Farmer Avenue,
Murray, died Monday, Oct. 2, 2000, at Lakeshore-Heartland
Retirement Home, Nashville, Tenn.
She had been employed for many years at the Murray
State University Book Store. A member of First United Methodist
Church, Murray, she was a former Sunday School teacher and active
in church
and prayer groups.
Her husband, Glin Jeffrey, died Sept. 13, 1972. Born Oct. 17,
1908,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Robert
Broach
and Myrtle Farmer Broach.
Mcs. Jeffrey is survived by one daughter, Rosemary Jeffrey
Thurman, Murray; two sons, Robert Glin Jeffrey and Ed Frank
Jeffrey,
both of Nashville, Tenn.; seven grandchildren, Gail Hendon and
husband, Freddy, Anne Thurman, Tripp Thurman, Bob Thurman and wife,
Teresa, Jeanie Carson and husband, Larry, Marsha Yates and husband,
Russell, and Stephanie Carrot and husband, Brandon; 10 great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 4 p.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev. Larry Daniel will officiate. Pallbearers will be
Bob Thurman, Ed Hendon, Doug Hendon, Freddy Hendon, Larry Car_
_
son and Laramie Carson.
Miller Funeral Home_ of_ Murlay is.in_charge -of-arrangemeiits; hul-_
a() visitation will be scheduled
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071.

Max Crouch

Max Crouch, 70, Stella Drive, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 2, 2000,
at 4:49 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a former employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
Born Feb. 18, 1930, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Robert Dixon Crouch and Audie Miller Crouch. Two sisters, Sue
Haneline and Jean Crouch, and one brother, Ralph Crouch, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Murlene Gamble Crouch, to whom
he was married Oct. 7, 1950; two daughters, Mrs. Trecia Crouch Ray
and husband, Gary, and Mrs. Gidget Crouch Manning and husband,
Michael, all of Lynn Grove; one son, Sherwin Crouch and wife, Jackie, Kirksey; one sister, Mrs. Fern Darnell, and one brother, Theron
Crouch, both of Farmington., eight granffehildren, Bradford, Brock,
Brinden and Benjamin Ray, Marcus and Nicholas Manning, Jared
Crouch and Danny Crouch and wife, Nikki; one great-grandchild, Taylor Crouch.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard Edmiston will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dan and Ralph Darnell, Jerry, Steve, Ricky and
Danny Crouch, and Bradford. Brock and Brinden Ray. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Carlos Stanton Crouch

Carlos Stanton Crouch, 70, Highway 94 West, Murray, Lynn Grovg
community, died Sunday, Oct. 1, _2000, at 8:30 a.m. at his home.
A retired employee of Calloway County High School, he was a
member of Salem Baptist Church. He was a veteran of the Korean
Conflict.
Born Oct. 10, 1929, in Calloway County, he was the ,son of the
late W.B. Crouch and Donie Rogers Crouch. Two sisters, Ola Mae
Crouch and Rudith Drinkard, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wilda Moody Crouch, to whom
he was married on July 23, 1955; two sons, Hal Crouch, Nashville,
Tenn., and Keith Crouch, Lynn Grove; one brother, Ophas Crouch and
wife, Dorothy, Glactwin, Mich.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2. p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. John Sheppard and Bob Haley will
officiate. Burial will follow in Salem Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

LEXINGTON, Ky... (AP) — A
slow -moving but resilient bacteria
Is killing pin oaks across the state
at a rapidly growing rate, scientists say.
"It's clearly reached epidemic
proportions and people need to be
aware, of it." said John Hartman,
Wni'Versity of Kentucky plant
pathologist.

top/ay

27

The Murray High School Band eight bands in the west, the band
was rated second place in Class will then attend the semi-finals
AA and achieved its fourth "Dis- Oct. 21 at Barren County High
tinguished" rating of the season School.
at the Hopkinsville 'High School
The four highest scoring bands
Marching Contest Saturday.
from that event will appear in the
The tiger band will now advance 'finals competition to be held that
to the West Regional Quarter Finals evening at Western Kentucky Uni• to be held at Hart County High versity. For more information, conSchool Oct. 14.
tact Beth Stribling, assistant band
If selected as one of the top director, at 759-4756 or 753-5125.

1707 West Main (94W)• Murray, KY
270-753-1962 • FAX 270-753-1962

THANK - you!
To You, Our Subscribers Of West Kentucky Rural
Telephone, For The Many Years Of Support, Trust
And Confidence You've Placed In us.
Therefore, We Want To Invite You To Visit Us At The

YOUR CORNER STORE
in New Concord, Kentucky
• On Thursday. October 5, 2000 from 10:00 until 2:00
• Refreshments
• Special gift to each household

Lewis reappointed
state public advocate

medicine specialist at Children's but they disagree over whether
Hospital Medical Center of Cincin- tobacco use is a cause or merely
nati who led the study.
a result of a depressed state.
The study appears in the OctoThe study relied not on docber issue of Pediatrics, the month- tors' diagnoses but on teen-agers'
ly journal of the American Acad- reports of having symptoms sugemy of Pediatrics.
gestive of depression.
Other researchers have linked
The study analyzed data from
teen smoking with suicide, and teens questioned
in 1995 and 1996
smoking with depression in adults, in a national
study on adolescent

This Day Is Set Aside To Say We Appreciate You.
tional $10 million each year of
the biennium placed into the governor's budget and thereafter enacted by the 2000 General Assembly:

EMI=

WEST

At a grand opening ceremony
of the department's Murray office
in August. Patton said, "I am
pleased to announce that as of
yesterday, Ernie Lewi; has been
reappointed to another four-year
term. That is an indication of the
confidence that we have in the
leadership that he and the people
he works with have given this
organization."

orship Center
4777 Alben Barkley Drive
Paducah, KY 42001

of paducah, is proud to sponsor:

_
We Can Help

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Pam Dial, Manager
1304 A Chestnut St.• Murray, 1S1 42071
Located in Dixieland Center• Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
(270)759-0310• Fax 12701759-8731
www.heightstinance.com

Wrangler T-SHIRT
ROUNDUP
stilm

aupplitz

Prices Starting at

$750
i
°F.., •

"EXPERIENCING GOD"

)
1,

Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m.
thru December 7

Investments Since 1854

Shoney's Inn
Hwy. 641,-Murray, Kentucky

Stock Market
Report

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
HEARTLAND WORSHIP CENTER IN PADUCAH

•Holliard Lyons ,s a market maker ,o

Ifb

Men's, Ladies' & Children's T-Shirts

(ORSCHELfs)FARM&HOME

Chestnut Hills Shopping
Ctr.
Murray, KY
759-8150
Hours:
Mon.-Sot 8-7. Sun. 10-5

IS YOUR FURNACE READY?
Protect your investment and maintain
peak operating efficiencies with our

Preventative Maintenance

FURNACE
TUNE-UP

i'"\
MENTIO
N
THisAD
Polo

$6900*

THIS PRIC;r

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS!
je

V4.6 •

•Check gas lines
•Check heat exchanger
•Clean burners
'Oil motors
•Replace disposable filter
•Check thermostat
•Check vent pipe for proper draw
*Check electrical connections

'Price inelucles clebaning surrho.
r tx 1
repairs will be biked cxfait.i.,) It lit, sr • 1,3 •
within a 20 mile roriftts

641.9
HIWARD

Upon pp,,„est

(270)534-1400
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12 week Bible study

health. It included 8,704 teens who
were not initially depressed and
6,947 teens who were not initial- •
ly smokers.

Price

KENTUCKY

eal
and

"I thank Gov. Patton for his
confidence in me and for giving
me the opportunity to continue to
move the state's indigent defense
program forward," said Lewis.

Company

mmitt .••••••

You can have personal telecommunications.

Some prices arc non in dollars and cents.

Guess What?
90 Days Til
Christmas!
fis

/MIAMI

RURAL TELEPNONE COOPERATIVE CORPORATION. INC.

Prices as of 9 AM

(

Monument0

design to meet customer satisfaction We offer the best in
personal memorials Shop with our full service staff
Evening and weekend
appointments welcomed.

MHS Band takes
home second place

Gov. Paul Patton recently_
announced the reappointment of
EAlin W. Lewis as public advocate for the State Department of
Public Advocacy (DPA) for a fouryear term expiring July 2, 2004.•
Lewis was initially appointed
public advocate by Patton in October 1996. Lewis heads the .Department of Public Advocacy, the state
agency responsible for administering defense services for all eligible indigent citizens of the Commonwealth.
Lewis'accomplishments over the
past four years include the creation of the Blue Ribbon Group
on Indigent Defense for the 21st
Century, a group which met in
the spring of 1999 to study Ken:
tucky's indigent defense services.
Lewis and the blue ribbon group
was successful in getting an addi-

The culprit is a disease called
bacterial leaf scorch. It is caused
by a bacterium called Xylella fastidiosa, which makes the trees die
of thirst by clogging their xylem,
the tissue that transports water and
nutrients.
The bacterium are spread by
an insect called the sharpshooter
leafhopper.

• Caring Staff• Locally owned for 53 yrs -10
C.>•Comparable
pricing • yrs of experience in 61dr/dual

THE MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL BAND

Study: Smoking may cause depression
CHICAGO(AP) — A new study
suggests smoking may be a cause
of depression in teen-agers, contradicting the current thinking that
says depressed people may smoke
to feel better.
The study found that teens who
smoked were about four times
more likely to develop highly
depressed symptoms during A year's
time.
• The researchers speculated that
nicotine or other smoking byproducts may have a depressive effect
on the central nervous system.
The study adds to a- growing
body of conflicting research on links
between tobacco and the mind.
"The thing that bolsters the idea
is that there is evidence that antidepressant drugs are helpful in treating nicotine addiction," said Dr.
Elizabeth Goodman. an adolescent-
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of DistihGt ri from the Southwest
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The Olympics of 2000 have been completed.
Watching the closing portion on NBC television Sunday night
was a wonderful experience. Just to be able to sit in your family room and watch these many competitions on the other side
of the world in Australia is a miracle. It is amazing to see the
many persons competing in these events and the talent and
perseverance they have shown.
When watching programs such of this, I always think about
what the late Dr. L.J. Hortin said in one of my journalism
classes at Murray State in 1944-45. He said "some people may
think it is wrong to go to the movies, but I have seen places
of the world that I would never have the opportunity if I hadn't gone to the movies."
When Dr. Hortin said this, television had not arrived in
almost every home as it is today.
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Cutting Edge
Hair • Tan • Spa

SZS OFF BODY WRAPS
Lose 10-20 Inches Instantly
Expires 10-27-00
Located Behind Cracker Barrel

WALK INS
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Homemakers' annual day planned
Calloway County Homemakers will have their annual day on
Oct. 12 at 10 a.m. at First United Methodist Church. Persons are
asked to note the change in place. Judy Stahler will present a program about her trip to The Holy Land. Luncheon reservations are
$5 each and reservations must be made by Friday. Oct. 6 by calling 753-1452. Money will be collected the day of the event.

Yipeeyi-o-kie-yay

DAVID
BELL

Otiste and Glendora Thompson

Anniversary reception
will be held on Sunday

turns

50

Otiste and Glendora Thompson will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday. Oct. 8, 2000.
A reception, hosted by their family, will be at the Murray State
University Curris Center, Chestnut Street.
All relatives and friends are invited to 'call between the hours of
2 to 4 p.m. The c-ouple requests that guests not bring gifts. - Mr. and Mrs. Thompson were married Oct. 3, 1950, in Chicago,

today!!
"You can see how I've changed!"
"Curves is a part of
my life now. Since
I've joined, I've
gonefrom a
size 12 to a size b!
Their enthusiasm
is contagious!"

Mrs. Thompson is the
cutt of Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr. Thompson is the
of New Concord. He is

daughter of the late Woodard and Vera Chill
She is a retired medical office nurse.
son of the late Alvin and Hilan Thompson
a retired painter.

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will have a special called meeting on Wednesday at 4 p.m.
the school media-center. Cloyd Bumgardner, principal, invites the
public to attend.

Faxon-Almo breakfast planned

60%
Off Semite Fee
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TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS
UPCOMING EVENTS
SPECIAL MEETINGS
CALL 753-1916

SCHOLARSHIP PRESENTED...Debbie Darnell, left, was presented the MSU Agriculture by the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Making the presentation were
Dottie Hatten, center, and Elizabeth Pasco.

Group awards scholarship
Debbie Darnall, student at Murray State University, was presented the MSU Agriculture Scholarship by the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club at
its first meeting of the club year
in SepWmber.

FREE BRA FITTING
CLINIC
Wednesday, October 4, 2000 • 10:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thursday, October 5, 2000 • 10:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Call 759-1400, dsk for the Lingerie Department to schedule your appointment

inside.sm
*DROP-INS WELCOME*

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(270) 759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m.-6 p.m.
SALON HOURS:
Mon -Fri 9-8: Sat. 9-6, Sun 1-5

0Stores N catalog ',corn

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at
753-9015.

CCMS Council will meet

)0IN !NOW

CPonne

Depression group will meet

Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. for a salad supper at the club house.
Hostesses will be Sondra Barnett, Lynda Chaney, Rita Ford, Carolyn Marcum and Jane Barnett.
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Calloway County High School Soccer Senior Night Ceremony
will start Thursday immediately following the 5:30 p.m. JV game.
For more information call Rebecca Wright at 762-1348.

Kappa meeting on Tuesday

"30-minute fitness & weight loss centers'.

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

CCHS Soccer Senior Night planned

Calloway County Farm Bureau will hold its annual meeting
tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in the Calloway County High School
cafeteria. The annual Variety/Outstanding Farm Bureau Youth contest will be featured.

for women

759-3400

A two-day course on "Diabetes Self-Management Program" will
start Thursday from 6 to 9 p.m. in the third floor education unit
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Classes will also be held at
the same time on Oct. 10, 12 and 19. Pre-registration is required.
For information or to register contact Certified Diabetes Educator
Ann Ingle RM. CDE at 762-1398.

Farm Bureau meeting Tuesday

CONES
Call °r SWIP
by Tod"Il•

Diabetes program planned

Making the presentation were
Dottie Hatten and Elizabeth Pasco,
members of the scholarship committee.
Paula
Crouse,
chairman,
presided. Names were tabled for
membership. Dues were collected
by Elizabeth Pasco, treasurer.
A salad luncheon was served.
Hostesses were Pat Harrington,
Paula Crouse and Dottie Hatten.
The department will meet Thursday at I p.m. at the club house.
Rolling Hills Nursery will present the program.
Members are asked to bring
paper products for the club house.
Elizabeth Pasco, Zula Sykes,
Valerie Morris and Wilma Wilson
will be hostesses.

The Faxon-Almo Fellowship breakfast will be Wednesday at 8
a.m. at' Green Horse Cafe, Murray. This is for any person and their
spouse or friend who ever attended either Faxon or Almo school.
for more information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Band boosters will meet
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet today (Tuesday) at
5:30 p.m. in the band room at Calloway County High School.

'Shanty Town' event Wednesday
St. Joseph and St. Jerome Catholic Youth will sponsor "Shanty
Town" on Wednesday with a mass at 7 p.m. ,at St. Joseph church,
followed by a walk to Mayfield/Graves County Courthouse with
youth to spend the night in cardboard boxes rain or shine. Boxes
will be provided, but youth are, allowed to bring five items only.
Food and donations will be collected for Need Line and other
charities. For information call 1-270-247-2843 or 1-270-328-8421.

Bass 'n Gals scheduled
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'n Gals are scheduled to meet Wednesday at 6 p.m. at Tom's Grille.

Pet Therapy scheduled
Pet Therapy for persons and their animals will start its visits
today (Tuesday) at 3 p.m. at Hickory Woods Retirement Center,
Utterback Road. The group will go later to visit the residents at
Fern Terrace Lodge. For more information call Lois Ruiz at 4362453.

David Ring
"I Have cerebral Palsy What's YourProblem?"
Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University, Murray, KY

Tuesday, October 10•7:00 p.m.
For more information call: 270-753-8240
No Admission Charge. Love offering will be taken.
You've Never Heard A Speaker Like David Ring'
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NETWORKING...CCHS students Jeremy Bolls, Teresa Dycus
and Jacob Abbott work on networking skills in the new
Nortel class taught by Steve May.

MAY I r ET HIM?...Calloway Preschool students Austin Lassiter and Austin Barnett enjoy learning about animals up
close and personal during a field trip to Harpers Farm.

CHECKING IT OUT...During a field trip to the Hancock Biological Center. MMS students look at a water sample through
a microscope.

604-1/2 Broad St. Ext. • Murray, KY

CHANGE IS IN THE AIR...Southwest students in Wanda Walker's fourth-grade take their learning outside as they stud',
leaves and trees.

TASTY NEW WAY OF LEARNING...East Elementary student Jesse Vaught makes a
colored graph after sorting
out M&Ms in class.

STUDENT OF THE MONTH...
Gina Stenberg is the firstgrade Student of the Month
at Southwest Elementary.

PROUD AMERICANS...MES students hold their own opening ceremony for the Olympics by parading through the
school carrying paper American flags and wearing red,
white and blue.

LENDING A HAND...A parent volunteer helps MES students
Katrina Olson and Chloe Zimmerer on their state reports COUNTRY PRIDE...MES students Garret Wright and Hunter
for class.
Houck sign their names on a banner expressing the school's
Olympic spirit and support for American athletes.

THE LAND DOWN UNDER...As part of their study of the
Olympics. Audrey Casey, Katrina Olson and Kathryn Wilson, students in the Murray school system, create a wall display of information about Australia.

fourthMMS
LEARNING ABOUT THE PLANET.. Several
graders study the ecosystem in the terrarium the students
built inside a liter soft drink container.

When a
Farmowners
package policy
is more than
you need...

fvkfhe5e
) rcores ,ase
Whof 'cha fkink?

we can offer basic
coverages for fire, lighting,
wind and hail storm.
We have policies to insure
your farm property at almost
any level you need,
whether you work the
farm or rent it to someone else.

See our collection
of this season's
latest styles.
• *•

Call Today
For Your
!kppointment

We have a farm insurance program
for any size farm.

759-2500

We'll always
he ther for you

EYECARE SPECIALTIES
:141S S. 12th St.

WHATCHA LOOKING AT?...North Elementary students in
Laura Swain's library share a story during reading time.

1)r. Kevin M. Adam.

Vltut.1‘

Harold 'Jack' ROPIAII1P
105 N 12th St
Murray
7501032 or 753-0277
Ltcensed in KY & TN

WrAter Inarrosins Co , Homo Oft* 11117 W ereedurrey, Cohnisbui, MO en IS

CALL TODAY FOR
YOUR APPOINTMENT

753-7050
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,Mk Discount 3rd Run.
(Al/ 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

010
Legals

PUBLIC
NOTICE
Sat. Oct. 7th
8 a.m.

-Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812 Whitnell

INVITATION TO LEASE
OFFICE SPACE

Bldgs #672, A15

The Finance and Administration Cabinet of
Kentucky desires to lease approximately
2,300 square feet of office space with 9
reserved parking spaces to be located in
Murray, Kentucky. Preference will be pro
vided to properties located in proximity to the
Calloway County Courthouse.
Proposals for existing property must designate the type of building and street address of
the property; the name, address, and phone
number of the property owner; the date of
availability; and a scaled or dimensioned
floor plan showing the interior layout of the
existing building to include walls, doors, windows, columns, and any other structural considerations that may affect design of the ink'nor space.

Responses may be made by any person in
writing on or before 10:30 a.m. Friday,
October 13, 2000, and must be sent to.
Division of Real Properties,. RE: PR4535, ATTN: Leasing Branch, Bush
Building, 3rd Floor, 403 Wapping Street,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601-2607. (FAX
responses will not be accepted.)
All responses received will be publicly opened
and read at the above designated time. Note:
If you plan to attend the bid opening and
have a disability which requires accommodation by the Division of Real Properties, please
contact our office by Wednesday. October 11,
2000 to permit us to make reasonable
arrangements.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

County Line
Pumpkin
Patch
Hwy. 121 N.
Pumpkins,
Mums, Gourds
and etc.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
(Mon.-Sat.)
1-6 p.m.(Sun.)

v. Vs.\Att
> Have a CD;
5 Maturing? >

5 Want to Earn 8%9 5
$22,000 5
5 Minimum:
5
5 Years
5<270-759
-1610 5
060

Any property selected for lease must meet
OSHA specifications, as well as ADA guidelines and all applicable building codes as
enforced by the Division of Building Codes
Enforcement.
Arrangements will be made to view all properties meeting the general specifications of
this lease project. A representative of the
Leasing Branch will contact you so that an
appointment can be made to inspect the proposed facility. For any additional information, contact Brien Hoover of the Division of
Real Properties at 502/564-2319 ext. 235.

?Roc READINGs
ADVISES IN ALL
PRJBLEA45 OF LIFE

TELLS PAST.
PRESENT AND FUTURE

7fr44 "444#t
..1 Reputable Reader in Mu r

for 10 Years.

New Location: 3040 t. Rt.94 E.
2 mile. from Downtown Mu ray, on 94 PaSt

767-05

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Full & part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work early hours.
Excellent benefits for full time
employees include health and
dental, paid holidays,
paid vacations and sick days.
Apply in person after 10 a.m.
Ask for Randy Baker.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY

Just Say "charge It"

VISA

Help Wanted

150

Domestic & Childcare

Articles

For Sok
FULL Time Maintenance
man. Experienced only!
Painting, plumbing, electncal, carpentry, tile, flooring.
Starting pay $7.50/hr.
Serious inquiries only! P.O.
Bco! 1040-6, Murray, KY
42071.
IMMEDIATE
Openings:
Light industrial, assembly
line positions. Night shifts
full time plus overtime.
Starting pay $7.25 per
hour. Apply in person at:
PEOPLE LEASE
1406 N. 12th St.,
Murray or call
270-753-0017 or
800-444-7204.
LOCAL Company
accepting resumes' tor
various positions
*Data processing
*Electronic & office supply
•Sales
.Office machine repair.
Interested persons send
resume' to P.O. Box 938,
Benton, Ky 42025.*
LOOKING For:
New Licensed Real Estate
trainees or prepared to get
license for new office opening in Murray. No experience necessary. Call
436-5122.
PART Time Maintenance
person for apt. complex.
Experience in painting,
plumbing & electncal preferred. Apply at Forrest
View Apts. 1213 North
16th. Or call 753-1970.
(M-F), 10am-2pm. or leave
message.
SECRETARY, NonSmoker,
accounting background.
Accounts receivable &
payable, Quick BoOks
Knowledge, computer &
phone Skills.
Monday through Friday.
8-4. 437-3940.
WANTED: Experienced
Waitress & Cook. Nights
only. Apply at The Shed
Cafe, Dexter, Ky.
DATA Technologies is now
hiring cable Technicians.
No experience necessary.
Call 762-0026 or Fax
resume to: 762-0208. Drug
Screening required.
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
$600.-$800. per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly and during the
week in many areas. No
CDL? 15 day CDL training
program available. Call
today 1-800-242-7364.
FULL Time Driver Needed
to haul vehicles for used
car lot. Requires CDL
License or 5yrs. experience. Position available
immediately. Call 270-4374566.

ARE YOU CONNECTED?
Internet Users Wanted'
$500- $7500/ month
www.earn-it-online.com
AUTO Cad Mechanical
Designer.
3D
solids.
Flexible hours & benefits.
Speak with Mark.
270-362-4763.
CHRISTMAS Around the
World now hiring & booking
parties. Call 753-6050.
EXPEFUENCtLTAUTO eloely
Painters and repairman.
Competitive wages, health
Domestic & Childcare
insurance
benefits.
Contact Stacie at Adams CHILDREN
Needed
Brothers Body Shop. 4240 Childcare service offered
Hwy 45E. South Fulton, TN 5 years daycare experi
901-479-1005
ence for more info call 753
MEDICAL secretary posi- 1757
tion. Immediate opening
4 Previous experience preferred. Bring+ resume to.
203 East Medical Arts
Building.

WANT ADS
WORK

W HELP
111 WANTED
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The YMCA has an immediate opening for a
Program Director. Only apply if you are a person who is self-motivated, enthusiastic, and
enjoys
working
with
people. BS/BA,
Associate's Degree, or certifications in health,
recreation, sports training or a related field is
preferred. The position will requite you to
recruit, direct and organize staff or volunteers
in quarterly programs for all ages. If interested,
send resume to the Wm. H. Fuller Memorial
Wellness Center, P.O. Box 402, Mayfield, KY
42066. Excellent work environment and bene
fits provided. EOE

Alaska Fresh Seafood
0*b
dlika, Do-Fish Company
Our product comes directly from Alaskan icy waters to your'
Call Us Cr See Our Truck Across
From Super America At Five Points!
COMPETITIVE MARKET PRICES!
Duayne and Dawn Olsen
Alaskan
844 Neale Trail
Alaskan
Murray, KY 42071

Halibut

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

150
Help Wanted

Legals

WATCH Inc., 702 Main St., Murray, KY
will be accepting sealed bids for a 1989
Ford 12 passenger raised roof van. Vehicle
may be Seen at above address Oct. 2-5,
2000. -Sealed -envelope marked Used VanBid must be received by 10:00 A.M. Friday,
Oct 6, 2000. Van to be sold As Is.

Proposals for new construction must includ,
the name, address, and phone number of th,
property owner; the date of availability; yen
fication that the property is properly zoned
the proposed use; a scaled plot ofthe site idet,
tifying the location of the proposed building.
and parking area(s) with a vicinity map indi
eating the location of the site; and a scaled w
dimensioned floor plan showing the exteron
layout of the proposed building to incluu.
walls, doors, windows, columns, -and an
other structural considerations that ma%
affect design of the interior space.

gpt
060

010
Legals

NOTICE

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ms $700 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper iTues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide,$2.50 extra for blind box ad,

010

Ad Deadlines

753-1918

Display Ms

(270)759-3186

Salmon

EXCLUSIVE
childcare
Mattel preferred. 5:30-5:30
CPR/ First aid, educational
environment, transportation
negotiable. East
Murray/ Calloway location.
Call
270-753-3335
Katherine
MRS. Kim's taycare now
has openings for infant
through
School
age.
5:30am- 5:30p.m. Some
occasional nights. Friday
nights until 10p.m.
WILL Clean Houses.
Reasonable price. Call
759-4762.
120
Computers
KELLERS

9FT. 1 ton flatbed. 4892671.
ALL Toys & Collectibles.
Made before 1980.
270-759-3456.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles.
Furniture and Primitives.
We. Will Buy 1 Piece. or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, & pistols.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
HOMES,
Apartments,
Commercial, Farms. Quick
Baker/
Closings.
Investments. 1-800-5312246.
150

Articles
COMPUTER PLACE.
For
Sale
New Hardware, Software.
Upgrades & Free
C11 flrt
Estimates Mid West
Internet. On 121S
436-5933.
100 amp service pole.
9a.m.-7p.m.
$125.00
Mon-Sat.
Clayton wood furnace
Visa/ Mastercard,
$750.00
MDM COMPUTERS
(2) 24Ib thrust motor guide
A+ Certified Technician
trolling motor. $65.00 each
On site service.
753-6306.
759.3556

CANCELLED

EXCEL Group, Inc. in Murray, Kentucky
has an opening for a
Maintenance Technician
The applicant must have knowledge of mechanical
systems, which include basic mechanics, drive components, pumps, cylinders and piping components.
Must be experienced in understanding and troubleshooting pneumatic and hydraulic systems. Must
possess a working knowledge and troubleshooting
skills in electricity, including circuit analysis,
AC/DC drives and controls, PLC's and electrical
safety. May be required to direct the work Of lower
"glide mechanics, coordinate their work ancrinstruct
new employees or helpers. Must be able to work
necessary overtime on short notice and other tasks
that may be assigned.
•Indoor work
•Shift work is required with overtime
.Wage range from $16.82 to $18.29, depending on
experience
-Only qualified individuals need to apply
Please send resume to:

LP REFILLS
Lowest prices in town!
RV, campers. etc.
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99.00 each.
B&B Brokers
701 S. 12th St
753-4389
_
NEW Hot-Tub. $1700.
270-527-5540.
NEWER collection G.I. Joe
dolls and others. Only serious inquired.
Call 753-9433 after 5PM.
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight. Any size, priced
hundreds under any other
competitor's price. Call
437-4877 for details.
STRAW for sale. $2 bale.
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message.
STRAW for sale. 1.75 bale.
759-4718 753-4582.
WARM Morning Natural
gas heater. Free standing,
2 years old. Model No.
VR65 753-4358.

Now Taking Applications For:
'Truck Driver
'Heavy Equipment Operators
'Asphalt Paving Workers
'Laborers
Experience Preferred, But Not Necessary

ila Appliances

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

1985 14x70 Fleetwood. 2
br., 1 bath, new carpet, all
On the Square
appliances. 2 new porches,
753-1713
outbuilding. Must sell Call
759-5911 or 759-0974.
160
1997
FLEETWOOD.
Homo Furnishings
16x60, 2br, 2 bath with
10x12 storage building. Set
SOFA, loveseat, (2) swivel up in Fox Meadows. Price
rockers, coffee table, 2 Reduced. Call
end tables w/ glass tops.
759-1629 after 5p.m.
Hall tree w/ mirror. 7531999 Fleetwood
2376.
CHIFFOROBE metal bunk 14x59. Set-up at Fox
bed, antique dresser. 489- Meadows Mobile Home
Park #E-20. Partly fur2771
nished. Ready to move into
now.
Price greatly reduced! 7536784. .

1-1•E•AeL•T•H
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the following lob openings

Licensed Practical Nurses: Long Term Care

Has Immediate
Opening For A

Shop Mechanic
We offer competitive wages plus
benefits package.
-Paid Holidays
•Paid Vacation
-401K Retirement Plan
-Year End Performance Bonus
-Health Insurance
Apply In Person At

Murray Supply Co.
206 E. Main St.

Un
1&
apts
tam
cap
whe
759Thur
Stre
only
Equ
Opp

(2) 2br., 1 bath.
20 minutes from downtown. Close to Aurora. 4748027.
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
No pets. 753-9866.

1/2 acre. $100/mo. 753
6012.
COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park.. An . Exceptional
Community". Spaces available
$95.00/mo.
at
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up. City fire
and police protection, city
transit service. Located in
the heart of Murray's finest
residential area, with all
city utilities, including cable
vision. No rental homes in
park. Owner- Occupied
only. South 16th St. at
Canterbury and -Westview.
753-3855.
LOT for rent. 492-8488.
LOT For Rent. 753-9866.
PRIVATE Lot near Murray.
$150/ month. Olive Wench
Really. 767-9900.

S.111

ra

Fro
Tak
Left

Licensed with the Kentucky Board of Nursing.
Benefits include: Health/Dental/Life Ins.,
HolidayNacation/Sick Pay, Child Care,
Attendance Bonus, Tuition Reimbursement

Office Space

Contact: Kristy Weaver,
RNADON
270-762-1277
for more information.

Various size units
Walnut Plaza

Equal Opportunity
Employer

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

Murray Supply Co.

DUP
Nea
Univ
Inc'
hoo
. 753_

Homes For Rent

MURRAY
CAILOWNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

FULL-TIME LPN POSITION
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
an immediate opening available for a
full-time licensed practical nurse on the
afternoon shift. Current LPN license
required. Salary commensurate with
experience. Excellent benefit and shift
dierential package. Submit applications at the Employment Services Office
in Mayfield, Murray, or Paducah.
EOE M/F/DN

Co
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182
bed
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Large Selection

Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
$7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F,
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

Group, Inc.

1970 St. At. 121 N., Murray

l

2 Matching Lazy Boy
recliners, TV entertainment
center, swivel rocker. 2
chandeliers, drapery &
rods. Table & lamps, console stereo. Fireplace
door & attachments.
759:0427.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS

209 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
or fax to 759-8385

Emerine
Construction Co.

Adidas
Petit*
WEIDER Cross Traine
Gym. 27 exercises for the
body. $150. Stair stepper
$40. Call Terr
270-382-2164

1 -2,
nea
753
1BR
anc
Rea

A start-up

business where
we give you
the keys.
Use your entrepreneurial spirit to bc a
Route Sales Manager.
Schwan's has both a vision and a place for you.
IF YOU CAN TOLERATE:
• A fun environment
a
• Friendly customers
• Great management support
• An excellent benefit At compensation package
Bring your smiling face to 307 Bee Creek. Murray
Ky and learn how our Route Managers earn a
starting Annual Income of
$25,000 to $28,000
Plus Incentives
• have a 5 day work week
• Enjoy being their own Boss
• Manage their own business
Accepting Applications & Interviewing
Tuesday & Vt.'ednesdav, Oct 3rd & 4th,9am to
7pm at 307 Bee Creek,in Murray KY.
Stop by and sec Bob Davis, to explore our career
Opportunities. NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY.

a

interview
O .
To schedule a confidential
Call: 8884164319
Email: Boh.Davislitchwans.com

is
o

,
st,,b:oat east
d it
.
:
wan.

c
You're in

the driver's seat.

104 N. 5th

753-9621
lv
GROUND floor down town
office Space fro rent
Expensive
759-4218/753-3100
320
Apartments For Rent
1
& 2br. apts in
Farmington. $295 up.
Includes water, stove;
refrigerator, W/D, dishwasher.
No
pets.
References & deposit
required. 345-2748 or 7624483.
1BR Like new, all appliances. Diuguid Dr. Also 1
br studios near campus.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
1BR. Apt. Clean and nice
with appi including W/D.
- No pets!
Call 270-753-9841 or
436-5496.
. 2BR Near MSU. $325,
water furnished. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, All utilities paid.
Close to MSU. Deposit &
lease. No pets. $390.
759-4826.
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
CM/A. $325. Also 2br,
$275. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
2BR. apt. Clean and nice
with appl. including W/D
No pets! Call 753-9841 or
436-5496.
2BR. townhouse. Duiguid
Dr $325/mo. Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR, DUPLEX 1409-A
HILLWOOD DR $350/MO.
7594-406
38R Apartment near MSU
Stove, refrigerator, furnished
C/H/A, lease
required. $375/ month
759-4696.
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Apartments For Rent

Apartments For Rent

View 3BR. 2 bath house.
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N 16th Fenced backyard All appliSt. now accepting applica- ances, available immeditions for 2br townhouses, ately $475/mo. Lease/
Deposit 625 Broad St. Call
basic rent $3051 month
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F Rick, 753-1268 or. 759Equal 5073.
Call 753-1970
Housing Opportunity
SMALL 3br house C/H/A,
UNIVERSITY Heights. 1br
new deck. All appliances
Excellent condition $325
plus w/d. 89 Panorama Dr.
Call 436-5122
$350/mo. Lease & deposit.
753-1268/ 759-5073. Ask
WOW!
AVAILABLE immediately
tor Rick.
No waiting list!
1
apts
Also
1&2 bedroom
Southside Manor Apts.
& Woodlawn
SYCAMORE
bedroom handicap acces1 & 2,br apts
Brick 3br, 1 bath $495/mo
sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Section 8 housing
+ security deposit No
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
753-8221
dogs 474-2520
Phone 759-4984
EHO
360
Equal Housing
330
Opportunity
Storage Rentats
Rooms For Rent
DUPLEX On Single Lot
Near Murray Elementary &
University. 2br, appliances LARGE BEDROOM in
Share
including dishwasher & Add pleasant home
kitchen,
room,
large
living
month
$325
hook up
& bath. w/d, cable Iv Walk
753-8096 or 753-2633 __
To Hospital or down town
NICE 2br duplex, close to
industry. $170 plus deposit
university. W/D hookup,
119 Main • 753-6266
of $125. Utilities included
stove, refrigerator, air con753-9211.
STORAGECREEKVIEW
dition furnished. $325 plus
Drive
40
Center
On
-$40
S20
435-4114
Call
deposit.
Behind Tom's Grille
Rent
For
Houses
RED OAKS APTS.
759-4081
Special
2. 3 & 4br Houses
storage
D
NORTHWOO
$100 Deposit
Lease & deposit required
units availhas
presently
From
$280
1BR
753-4109
able 753-2905 or 7532BR From $325
7536
28R. 1 bath WO hook up
Call Today!
No pets, close to campus
753-8668.
Lease/ Deposit $375
University Heights Apts.
753-8136
1 & 2br rental assisted
1br, 1 bath house
for
ROOMY
are
apts.
apts. These
All Size Units
families, disabled, handi- Cl gas H/A W/D hook up
Available
capped, senior citizens. Stove & refrigerator fur1yr
month
wheel chair accessible. nished. $325/
759-2282. Mon, Wed & lease, Imo. deposit No
Thurs. 9-5. 1734 Campbell pets. 753-2905.
Street. Hearing impaired
SMALL 2br. brick house. 1
1-800-648-6056. mile from city limits. Hwy
only
Housing
Equal
641 S $350. 753-6156.
Opportunity

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Really. 753-4444
4br • Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118

y Boy
inment
ker. 2
ery &
S. conreplace

I

Houses For Rent

380

$& Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
Russell
Puppies for
JACK
sale after 9-16. Call after
5p.m. 492-8737
Livestock 6 Supplies
CLEAN KY 31 Fescue
Seed 94% Germ, 85c/ lb
270-345-2545

FOR SALE BY OWNER

"For What It's Worth"440
Lots For Sale

WANT ADS
WORK

STORAGE SPACE
30,000 sq. ft. available
Heated, Cooled and Sprinkled
Will Divide
ATTRACTIVE RATES

down474home

Rent

Located Bel-Air Center

753
Fox
Home
tional
avail0/mo
ewer,
y fire
, city
ed in
finest
th all
cable
es in
upied
at
view.
8
66
urray
anch

i its

town
rent

ffn7rllirir'Wrglrrig7Tg'Tlrir':---.=
(.AissaiLtrrE A.i.Jewsiari)
NO MINIMUMS!ISIO RESERVATIONS!
Saturday, October 71111 At 10:00 A.. M.
Southeast Calloway ao,"Near New Concord"
NI IE Ak IFI nI1 Ill Ft FR arlilr, IIC IE INI TIL.11 IC KW
From Murray Take Hwy 121 SE 10 Miles To New Concord,
Take Hwy 444 East 4.8 Miles To Beat Farmer Road, Turn
Left, Proceed 1.3 Miles To Property ...Signs Posted!!
Blood River - Kentucky Lake "Hamlin Community"

Ai=oresim

Tracts Of 4 Acres To 26 Acres
A.II With Paved Frontage
Many Beautiful Hornesites
Ideal For Homes Or Cottages
QUIET - RELAXING - PEACEFUL
WOODS - HUNTING - RECREATIONAL
MINUTES FROM MURRAY..AT KY LAKE
Fantastic Secluded Get Away Settings!!
DEER - WILD TURKEY - SMALL GAME
IF,IE 41111.IL-

waarmi-inis-Ir ME

, ILO IFtiC MI 4ni.5IIE
0
.

lir OE Fit MA 5.

1115"A. Itrown,With A Wlininnuns 13enosit 01
Balance In 30 nays!!
S3,000.00 Per Tract
The Auction Will Be Held At The Fire Station
On Hwy 444 At New Concord, KY
in
up
ove,
dishpets
posit
762appliIs° 1
pus.
8
nice
W/D

TREE
SERVICES

NIIES. I_ CAS*"
JAI%
•71,6 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER'
JRC

PRICE REDUCED!
1997 3br. 2 bath Ranch
wIlarge deck 2 car garage
Open floor plan Priced to
sell 759-9874
309-837-1334

NO Gown payment.'
Benton 3br home w/ new
carpet, vinyl. new C/N/A_
Financing available WI
of
payments
monthly
$322 00 P&I for 30 yrs
7 25% if you quality. Priced
PRICE Reduced' Owner
$46.900
sell
must relocate! Must
825-4622
very private 3br. 2 bath on
824-0319
Aurora
in
1.4 acres
825-0178
Vaulted ceilings throughout, 2 person Jacuzzi tub, OUTSTANDING Home in
Estates
central KA. all appliances Canterbury
possession.
Immediate
1 mile from the lake
4br. 212 baths. 1520
Must see' 549,000
Canterbury
759-8092
436-5922.

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466 '
"THE SELLING MACHINE-

Call For Brochure - www_jarnes.rcash-courn

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, Oct. 7th, 2000 • 10:00 a.m.

WE SHOW YOU
•100'4 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Tree TY-17)1min);

LICENSED& INSURED
Sermee

2.1

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

for
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Sermee

Hedge D•rmnu rig Full Lane of
Eq Ipint' t
Tree & Stump
Lamb
Paul
Removal

1-800-909-9064

09-A
/MO
SU
furase
nth

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Clean'ii.L;
Home,
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
.We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Dri)esi •
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile

Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

PAINTERS

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
-Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.
Plus...all other home improvements.

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!
Call Kathy or Debra at
753-1916 for more details!

SERVICES OFFERED
A

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 *Sat. 9-4
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?
Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Debra
at 753-1916

LAWN & GARDEN

"'"-"1-'s's
ri7,77-72777„the,
-Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed cfc Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4m1,1th4i Siaidad e
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD ta

We Service All Brands
( crttfted TVA Heat Pump contractor License $M02182

270-759-2288

ASPHALT NEEDS HELM!
C YOUR asphalt
iron) ga..
l'LLLtest sow
in, oxidation. water penetration.
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of ihell
A.phult Does Not Improve
Wilh Age And That Is Why

ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
GUARANTEE ON MA I.RIAL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!!!

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

Call

Us

270-7594953

Asphalt Doctor
SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
Ronnie Geurin
In
With 21 Years tio
Owner
The Asphalt Indoors

CARPET II
FLOORING

FENCING

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL•HARDWOOD •CARPET

Nark

10 Varieties

quid
RE

wow Gorr
sma Yang
LOOKINC POO

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson
753-7407 • 111N. 12th St. Suite B

Meta( Roofing
houses, barns & sheds. Metal

,--f1---;--Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

WALLIS FARM
MUMS

paid
sit &

nice
WfD
1 or

Extra
1998 BANCHE
Race
Alrriost
Clean,
Ready Hardly Ridden
Many Extras $4.700 Call
753-2905

perfect)
•Steady-income history-

Real Estate & Personal Property

325.
man

carper
2br.

Motorcycles &ATV's

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit Inot

At 1700 Calloway Aye., Murray, KY

or

470

Global Mortgage Link

ROOFER

Serving The Area For 27 Years

in 8 Tracts 8, Combinations
ce

38R 2 bath home on 27
acres
North Calloway
area Excellent condition
753-1410
LOCATED Just North of
Murray this charming 3br, 2
bath ranch Constructed in
94 Features spacious
master bedroom with separate shower/ Jacuzzi tub.
large open kitchen Priced
at $105K. owner says sell'
Immediate
possession
available Call Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 For additional information on MLS#
3001946

A

270-5344006

'1 Up

ligil

For SW*

Homes For Sale

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

Call Mike Falconite

11

460

lornes For Sale

HOME IMPROVEMENT

753-3853

753-

For appointment call 753-2633 (days)
759-1770 (after 5:30 p.m.)
no realtors please

2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

Fox
Home
y furye into

Quality built brick and vinyl home.
Preston Heights Subdivision
1876 sq. feet living area
3 bedrOdiff,.2 bath, 2 car attached garage
neutral decor with many amenities
$139,500.00

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218

STORAGE

ood 2
pet, all
itches,
ell Call
74
OOD
with
g Set
Price

38R Brick House Quie
Street. fenced yard Mature
trees great landscaping
Super condition, freshly
painted Ready to move in
Owner Relocating. Priced
to sell. 753-3721.
--13R home. 804 N. 17th
3
New carpet & interior paint
Financing available wr no
460
down payment. Monthly
omes For Sale
payments of $361 P & I for
30yrs. at 7.25%. if you
3BR , 1 Bath LH, DR.
quality Priced $52.900
Kitchen Utility with shower
270-825-4622
C/H/A, shady lot $27,000
270-825-0778
Dexter
437-4733

Real Estate

2
EE

Sale

Lots For Sale

LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040

OFFICE Building 2800sq
ft 310 S 4th St 753-4703

EASTSIDE

S.

440
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

4, 44I
4

This nice 3 bed( Lioni hi i. , housc. 2 1.'2 bath. living room. den, large eat-in
x 30'
kitchen, utility room. central heat and air. storm doors & windows, 24'
State
Murray
the
of
blocks
2
in
setting
storage
Nice
outside
garage and shop.
campus. This property will absolutely sell to the highest bidder.
Terms: 15% down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing i if deed We
will he glad to show you this property anytime.
siii
Any house built prior to 147K could have lead base paint. Please make
ampost
day
Ill
your
up
give
to
asked
be
will
You
day.
inspection before auction
all
tion inspection. Announcements made day of auction take precedence over
printed matter.
Watch next week's paper for detailed listing of personal property.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
& Bonded in Ky & Tenn 51281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays-

3029 Butterworth
Rd., off 121 North
at Stella

270489-2462

Heritage Vinyl Products

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

Picket • Privacy • Farm Fences • Teck Deck • Railings
Maintenance Free • Lifetime Warranty • Free Estimates

!
SUMMER SALE
styles:

WE DO!Over 34 Years
Experionce)
Visit Our Showroom Today

save on the following
Hawthorne Fence. Teck Deck, Boston Railing
Cambridge Railing & Traditional Railing

g

CAR

We also carry Ornamental Aluminum
Call Martha at Hoffman's Inc.

270-759-4512

lioffman'%.
• -

AR

753-7728

It OeNTK'

t+ory 141 .1 11 odue south co
surrey Too Wei rid
11111

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 - $205-2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071 • Fax (270) 753-1927

VISA
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

May Mild*

Mired

1993 BRONCO Eddie
Bauer. Loaded, sunroof,
CD Changer Nice ride
Days- 753-4424
Nights- 759-4438

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

AAA CUSTOM BUILT

440

1985 Mercury Cougar 5.0
V-8 Cold air, good condition $1000 firm
759-8757 after 5PM
1987 CHRYSLER FifthAvenue Silver, $850 obo.
753-0602
1992 FORD Taurus Wagon
Lx. Green, economy V-6,
157K miles. Loaded with
all power options. Very
good car Asking $2250.
obo. 753-8900. After 5 call
753-0071.
1993 Thunderbird. 81,xxx
miles. $3500. 753-5031.
1997 MAZDA 626 LA,. V-6.
$12,000 Call 759-0687
Red,
94 CORVETTE
Immaculate 54,xxx miles
$19,300 Call 753-8531
CADILLAC Sedan Devine
1993, like new. 93,xxx
miles New tires, extra
clean 753-0114

1983 S-10. 2.8. 4spd. New
tires, belts, hoses. brakes.
S1.000. Negotiable
436-2515.
1994 DARK Blue Chevy.
Extra cab, 86.xxx miles
$9.000 492-8722
1994 FORD Ranger XL,
5spd manual transmission
Bedliner, 70,000+ miles
Excellent condition, good
gas mileage $5500
• Days, 753-8887
Nights, 759-9974
1994 GMC Sonoma Utility
bed, A/C, AM/FM, cruise,
tilt 436-2731 or 753-2095

Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
&
Installed
Finished.
Workmanship.
Quality
Affordable
Rates.
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867

ALL

Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling.
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs Home & Mobile
vinyl
repair,
sidiftg.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.

able. Kirk Shoudy.
759-5550.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Driveways
•Parking lots
•Striping

FREE ESTIMATES

1992 Coachmen Trailer,
27' 2drs, fully self-contained, very nice. $6.500
firm 753-3574

CONCRETE Finishing.
•Driveways
•Patios
•Sidewalks
-Free estimates.
435-4619.

WANT ADS
WORK

SILLS! Big Truck Tire &
Brake Shop. I Make
Service Calls. 759-5535 or
853-5595.

530

['Lamm [iii•otwo
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Dnve
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 853-4188.
DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl
Siding. Quakty Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

ELECTRICAL
New construction,

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal

Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

Offered

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
bed
fertilization,
&
mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSIONS

4

Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and. repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured. Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555.

NATURAL Creek
Lawn Service
Mulching, landscape mowing, trimming, and general
cleanup. Call 753-9731.
ODD Jobs Wanted. Call
after 5p.m. 474-2309.
REBUILD and repair all
types of farm equipment.
Tractor, truck, combine,
hay baler. Donnie Easley,
Greg Guge, Roy Turner.
270-382-2628.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional.
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
YARD-TECH
•FALL lawn power
seeding.
•Landscape maintenance
•Mums and mulching.
437-4723.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Oct. 4, 2000:
Stay on top of your personal life. You
could get into trouble someday, as you
often wonder what could have been
rather than focusing on the present. Stay
anchored in reality. Finances are
enhanced, especially if your work
revolves around your domestic life or
real estate. If you are single, you often
misread others' actions, projecting something that doesn't exist. If you are
attached, talk about your work, feelings
and needs. Your bond deepens.
CAPRICORN serves as an anchor.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive;
5-Dynamic;
3 Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
**** Don't hesitate to take the bull
by the horns. You deal with another in an
effective yet direct manner. Evaluate
what you expect from work. Your sense
of humor comes through with a partner.
You see eye to eye with each other, and
you wish others did. too.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Take an overview and worry
less about others' opinions. You might
not agree with a loved one about a money
matter. Maintain a conservative pattern.
aiming for what you want. Laughter
marks your decisions. Others have helpful suggestions. Listen.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Deal with someone head-on.
You find that what you want on a personal level could be extremely different.
Your follow-through counts when dealing with another. Trust a decision that
takes you in a new direction. A loved one
proves once more how much he is on
your team. Tonight: Make nice.,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** What you mean to be a positive
but strong statement draws a forceful
reaction from an associate. Regroup and
try again. Others expound on their points
of view. Understand what motivates
another and why he says such things.
Creativity surges.

Divorce?•Bad Credit?•Bankruptcies?
GET A CAR YOU WANT & CREDIT YOU DESERVE
BY CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE
DEF

FREE!

3
AANO

6

Totally
Confidential
Call Ruthie
753-2222
24 Hrs. 1-800-953-2050

759-9444
HOROSCOPES

753-1916

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR •
FENCING

NEED A CAR?

6 Month Warranty
Lowest Prices
Starting at $550.00

remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834

FUTRELL'S Tree ervice
Trimming, removal, stump
ANTENNAS
Including grinding, firewood. Insured.
RV's, TV Towers, rotors, 489-2839.
amplifiers, and accesGRAVEL & top soil for sale.
sories
We also build driveway &
Dish Network & Direct TV
roads
Satellite Systems, Sales,
270-437-4838.
Service and Installation
HANDYMAN
Jobs
Beasley's Antenna
Decks, replace shingles,
& Satellite,
painting, plumbing,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY gutters,
electrical, vinyl, concrete,
502-759-0901.
brick & block work. No job
ARCHITECT
too small! 753-7416.
Need Some House Plans?
I still use the conventional MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
way to draw plans by draft753-5668.
ing board. Very 'reason-

21/2 Ton 1973 Dodge dump
753-2279
truck. 2nd owner. 75,000
BACKHOE
SERVICE
actual miles Excellent conROY HILL. Septic system,
dition. 767-9205.
drive-ways, hauling, foun85' SWB, Silverado. White. dations.
etc. 436-2113.
LWB,
89'
$3200. obo
CARPORTS
for cars and
Chevy, 3/4. 4x4 Red,
trucks. Special sizes for
$4200 obo.
motor home. boats, RVs
753-0602.
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.

Campers

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2000

Gather facts. Refuse to make assump- uproar and remain positive. Your good
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Dig into work. You might need tions now. Talk to a boss. Tonight: Do humor helps others move past problems
and zero in on what is important. Take an
to make an expenditure to increase your your own thing.
overview and understand what others
job potential. Think about what you want PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
to do with a challenging friend. You ***** Remember what you want, want. Walk in another's shoes. Tonight:
might not see eye to eye. Is that a-reason .despite others' _reactions- Deflect the Where.your friends -are.
to end the fnencistup? Brainstorm to look
for ways to become more efficient.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your fiery ways could put off a
boss who might generally be most indulgent. Listen! Creativity blooms dunng a
discussion. Don't sit. back on possibilities. A child or loved one knows how to
distract you. Tonight: Fun and games.
225HBV Hand Held 55 Rancher - 18"
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Blower Lite
•, kuin i
**** Your temper pushes you to
•E-tech'" engine
•inenid chain brake
study what is going on. Listen to another
•I.5 cu in - 25 4i,
•Lileiime ignition
•Air velmit) ocer 125 mph
warrann
carefully. Seek out someone who undertatetime ignition %carrant
stands you well. Stnp away defenses and
get down to basics. Financial security
proves to be very important as far as
dealing with your own well-being. Think
carefully about an expenditure.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You intervene when a friend
has a problem with an associate or part136 Chain Saw-I4"
ner. Your keen insight makes a big dif261 Chain Saw-I6"
•2 2 cu in • 2 2 hp
ference in the outcome. Keep communi•1 7 cu in - 42 hp
•Inertia chain brake
cation flourishing, despite another's
'Inertia chain brake
•Litelinte ignition
•Litetime ignition
reaction. Closing a door will not bnng
warranty
viarrani
the results you desire.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
**** Dig into your finances and take
a hard look at what is going on. Your
intuition leads you in the right direction
when you want to cut back. Bosses push
you hard. Though you might have a
strong reaction, you go in another direction. Don't react, if possible.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others come toward you.
C011110111111111
Confusion surrounds a work project.
J•• Sart114:
Tough Name.Tough Equipment.'
Deal with another and get a different per•
spective. Don't make a big deal out of a
www.husqvarna.com
change of plans. Use your personality to
help you network and expand your horizons. Don't lose your focus. Know your
long-term goalsilTonight: It's your decision.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You could be upset by another's
reaction and words. Financial problems
Chestnut Street• Murray
could ensue within a partnership. Be very
(270) 753-2571
careful. Seek out additional information
before you make an important decision

Tough Name.
Tough Equipment.

1999
'

'1799
'

"4599
'

Husqvarna

Murray Home 8 Auto
Outdoor Division

DIRECT TV
EXCHANGE

i
goo
hlof,Igriculture

Thursday, October 5, 2000
Begins at 1:00 p.m. • Field Day Activities 1:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Special Presentation:
School of Agriculture Commissioning Ceremony
& Sponsored Meal at 5:00 p.m.

Exchange your Direct TV
Bill for a

OUR MURRAY
LOCATION

Is Now
MANAGEMENT.

TIME NAN
ALLOT ON
IN& 10 R
FROM TI

SERVICE/
MAINTENANCE
AGREEMENT
AVAILABLE
S24.00/YEAR

FREE

UNDER NEW

MSU West Farm Complex (College Farm Rd.)

DISH 500
SATELLITE SYSTEM
PLUS

Special Guest: Commissioner of
Agriculture, Billy Ray Smith

sh
() FREE
R k

• Precision Agriculture
• Equine Topics
• Animal Waste Management • Animal Health Topics/Updates
• West Kentucky Beef Alliance • Warm Season Grasses
• Agronomy Research
• Supplemental Agriculture
& Demonstrations
Enterprises
- Tobacco Updates
•
- Corn/Soybean Varieties

NOW With/

lik2 Via 3V?

BASIC PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION

FREE offers also still available for Primestar.
C-band, and Cable customers.

500 North 4th Street/Murray, Ky 42071
(270)759-0901 / 877-455-0901 Toll Free

••

For more information contact the
MSU School of Agriculture at (270) 762-3327

1801 Bell Ave./Paris, Tn 38242
(901)642-4077/877-726-4077 Toll Free

Wit
,end,

MSU Agriculture - Where We Know How to Grow Things... Like Enrollment.

DISH 5(X) Satellite TV System
iMSRP S199)

Simply bring in your direct iv bill, have a valid credit card and subscribe to one year of
America's Top 100 CD Programming, plus enough programming to total $39.98/month.

-Oldish Production
-Grape/Small Fruit Production

Sponsored by: Kentucky Department ofAgriculture,
Murray State University School ofAgriculture, West Kentucky
Corporation & Tennessee Valley Authority

DD

32995

Mriculture
vt ATE Nolo
Diversification &I
11
Development
Field Day

Visit Industry Exhibits & Hear the Latest On:
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DEAR DR. GOTT: A local physician
treats age-related dementia by prescribing the anticoagulant drug
Coumadin. Other local doctors disagree. What's your opinion?
DEAR READER: Some forms of
dementia are caused by small strokes,
called
micro-infarcts. Unlike
Alzheimer's disease, the most common dementia (of unknown cause),
multi-infarst dementia can often be
helped by medicine that reduces clotting, thereby eliminating the tiny clots
that, when carried to the brain, produce progressive memory loss and
difficulty thinking. In suspected cases
of multi-infarct dementia, doctors
ordinarily suggest an aspirin a day, as
a preventative.
However, soine practitioners
choose stronger prescription drugs
for this purpose. Coumadin is such a
drug. Unlike aspirin, it has the serious
potential side effect of hemorrhage,
unless the dosage ef medication is
carefully monitored by a blood test
called the prothrombin time. Also, it
hasn't been proved superior to aspirin
for multi-Infarct dementia. Therefore,
most physicians prefer the safer, easier and cheaper alternative. Further,
the mental changes of dementia can
be caused by other disorders, such as
vitamin deficiencies or hypothyroidism - for which other therapy is
preferred.

DEAR ABBY
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LOOKING BACK

Although the "local physician" in
your question is not practicing

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
3. Talk with baby sitters
Ten years ago
"Concerned in California," regardgirl to Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Barton
about
pool safety and supervi
improperly, he or she is certainly in
ing her fears about her child drownPublished is a picture of Russell
Jr., Sept. 22; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
sion.
the minority. Most doctors choose
ing while visiting relatives who
4. Post rules such as "No run- Huffman. owner of a booth at Troy Allan, Sept. 25; a girl to Mr.
Coumadin over aspirin if there is a
have unprotected swimming pools,
Trade Day at Murray-Calloway
and Mrs. Jerry Dawson. a girl to
heartbeat irregularity called atrial fibprompted me to write. Her fears are ning," "No pushing," "No dunkCounty
ing"
Park. Trade Day is held
and
"Neve
r swim alone."
rillation or if there is incontrovertible
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Curd, a girl to
well founded. You were on target
Enforce the rules.
every first and fourth Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Houston, a girl
evidence, such as CT scan findings, telling her that her
sister and ex5. Don't rely on swimming each month. The photo was by
proving that individual patients suffer
to Freddie and Pamela Brown and a
husband were ignorant about child
lessons or "floaties" to protect Staff Photographer Kris
from accelerated dementia because of safety.
Fazi.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Reid,
clots. In most instances, the evidence
As mothers - and emergency your children in the water.
Births reported include a girl to
Sept. 26.
6. Don't assume that drownis equivocal - so, as a general rule, flight nurses with 30 years
of comRose and William Elder and a boy
Forty years ago
aspirin is preferred.
bined experience - we can testify ing or a drowning incident to Dawn and Eddie
McCuiston,
Ralph Morris has been named as
To give you related information, I that any unfenced pool in the vicini- couldn't happen to you or your
Sept. 26; a girl to Lorri and Greg
scoutmaster of Boy Scout Troop
am sending you a copy of my Health ty of any child is a prescription for family.
7. Don't be lulled into a false Hill, a boy to Laura and Tim Rob- 45, sponsored by Methodist Men's
Report "Strokes." Other readers who tragedy. It does not matter that a
would like a copy should send $2 plus child knows how to swim. "Swim- sense of security just because erts and a girl to Terri and David
Club of First Methodist Church.
you think your pool area and Bowden,
a long, self-addressed stamped envemers" drown every day.
Sept. 27.
Williams and Holmes Ellis Jr.
Tom
home
are
secure. Always watch
lope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Statistics collected by the U.S.
Mr. and Mrs. H.E. (Jackie) are assistant scoutmasters.
your
childr
en„whe
ther
in
the
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure Consumer Product Safety CommisTreas were married for 50 years
Recent births reported at Murray
sion paint a frightening picture of house or outside.
to mention the title.
Oct. 2.
8.
Hospita
Attend
l include a girl to Mr. and
a
CPR
class.
Make
childho
od
drownings and swimming sure
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 3-Year-old
Twenty years ago
your baby sitter knows
Mrs. Glen Johnson and a boy to
grandson has been diagnosed with a pools:
A multimillion dollar expansion
- 77 percent of the drowned CPR.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Russell.
hemangioma on his lip. What treat9.
For
the
neares
of
Fisher-Price plant which prot
cardio
pulchildre
n
had been seen five minutes
Danny Cunningham, Lila
ment is available?
monary resuscitation class, con- vides a new capability for plastics
Cathey, Linda Bucy, Janice Farris
DEAR READER: Hemangiomas or less before being missed, and tact your fire department, Red
molding.-of toy-parts Was dedicated and Karen Craig have
are, for all practical purposes, birth- subsequently discovered in the pool. Cross or hospital.
been elected
- 69 Lpercent of tlier_ accidents
here-bet
.1. _
marks:_reddish-a reas -on the skin
_
--officer
as
10.
s-ef
Encou
the-Se
rage
nior
-Class at
your
neighSamir Mahfoud and Chris Fazi,
caused by a congenital overgrowth of occurred -wffile one or,both parents bora to follow pool safety guidelo
w
a'y
County
High
School.
were
respons
ible
for supervision.
members of Boy Scout Troop 77,
blood vessels. About one-third of newFifty years ago
- 65 percent of the accidents lines, including keeping their
born infants exhibit hemangiomas,
and
Chris Priddy, member of Boy
back
gates
and
doors
locked
,
Marshall Thompson. 76, of the
happen
ed
in
a
pool
owned by the and their pool gates
most of which disappear during early
securely Scout Troop 13, received their Ea- Crossland community died from
child's family.
inchildhood. Some, however, persist to
gle badges in a city-wide court of juries sustain
- 39 percent of the supervisors closed and latched.
ed when the farm
cause cosmetic problems. Although were
honor at First United Methodist
doing chores.
wagon he was driving was hit from
hemangiomas may bleed easily when
- 18 percent were socializing.
Church.
traumatized, they are entirely harmthe
rear by an automobile about
DEAR
ABBY:
You
may
relate
to
- 9 percent were busy on the
Births reported include a boy to 6:30
less.
this. You realize you're getting old
last night north of Puryear,
telephone.
Mr. and Mrs. John Randall ThompDepending on their size and locaTenn.
Thank you, Abby, for letting us when you notice a nice-looking, son. Sept.
13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
gray-haired man and realize that
tion, these red areas can be removed share this information.
Mr. and Mrs. George Coles will
he's probably young enough to be Mac Coleman, Sept. 20.
by laser surgery or by excision. If your
be married 50 years Oct. 8.
MICHELLE WILT,RN, your son.
Thirty years ago
grandson has an isolated, single
KATHLEEN O'BRIEN,RN,
Births reported include a boy to
HELEN FOWLER,
lesion on his lip, a plastic surgeon
Donald Tucker, president of
ST. PETERSBURG,FLA.
Mr.
and Mrs. Keys F. Keel, Sept.
ASHEVILLE, N.C. Murray-Calloway County Board of
should be able to treat it with laser
Kumbo •
27;
a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
therapy
,
leaving
no cosmetic conseDEAR MICHELLE AND
Realtors, was elected to a threeBridgestone • Firestone
DEAR HELEN: Right! Or you
Gray Turner. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
quences. If the lesion involves a large KATHLEEN: I hope your
sober- notice that touch-ups have got- year term on the Kentucky Asso• Goodyear
area, however, excision may be ing statistics will serve as
ciation of Realtors Board of Direc- Joseph Bruce Holland and a girl to
a
ummit
preferable. Because the prognosis of warning to parents, relatives ten expensive.
Mr. and Mrs_ Eldridge Swift, Sept.
tors at a meeting at Lexington.
hemangiomas varies with their extent and caregivers of children
28; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Births reported include a boy to
and depth, you should request from everywhere, especially those in
Lee, Sept. 30; a boy to Mr. and
Fred R. and Ann Barber, Sept. 18; a
the surgeon (before the operation) warm climates where swimMrs. J E. Wisehart. Oct.
what he or she proposes to do and ming pools are common.
CO
NT
what, if any, complications might
RA
CT
And thank you for sending
BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY
result from the procedure.
me the following list of"Drowning Prevention Tips for Pool
By The Associated Press
Owners," published by the
Today is Tuesday. Oct. 3. the
DR. GOTT
National Network of Trauma
277th day of 20(X). There are 89
Professionals: Read on:
days
left in the year.
East dealer.
Declarer won with dummy's
1. Never leave a child unatEast-West vulnerable.
Today'
s Highlight in. History:
ace,
cashed
the A-K oftrumps and
tended in the water or pool area
PETER
NORTH
On Oct. 3. 1863. President Linled the four ofspades to the ace,on
for any reason.
4AKQ3
which East dropped the ten. South coln declared the last Thursday in
GOTT, M.D.
2. Always keep your eyes on
IP A 103
now had to decide whether East's November Thanksgiving Day.
the child or children. Designate
•10 8 7 5
ten was a singleton or whether he
On this date:
a child watcher, whether you or
+106
had been dealt the J-10 doubleton.
someone else, when you attend
In 1226. St. Francis of Assisi.
WEST
EAST
Had declarer cashed another founder of the Francis
a party or have friends or famican order,
•J 7 6 5 2
•10
high spade at this point, he would
ly over.
died;
was
he
canoniz
ed
1228.
in
V J 9 76 4 2
KQ
have been defeated. After East
In 1929, the Kingdom of Serbs.
•
2
•
64
showed out,there would have been
IC,A 1 L_V
4=0 I1V1 1
J
46AKQ87432 no way to develop an extra spade Croats nd Slovenes formally
SOUTH
Ett_corqcole.
trick, and South would eventually changed its name to the Kingdom
984
have lost a heart to go down one. of Yugoslavia.
IP 85
In 1955. "Captain Kangaroo"
But declarer thought the matACE
-02244 TID SURVEYS/ JOE5
•A
and
"The Mickey Mouse Club"
KQJ9
3
ter
over
careful
PERPORMANCE VAPROVES WHEN
ly and concluded
)
495
PEOPLE TAKE SAe8ATICAL6
ed
that it was far more likely that premier
. , on CBS and ABC. reThe bidding
RCM TIME TO TIME
East's ten was a singleton. So he spectiveiy.
East_ South West - North entered his hand with a trump,led
Ari-a-y GI-it th
1+
1•
Pass
3•
the nine ofspades and let it ride(it Show" premiered on CBS.
4+
4•
Pass
5•
would not have helped West to
In 1962, astronaut Wally Schrrra
Opening lead -jack ofclubs.
cover) Dummy'sfourth spade then blasted off from Cape Canaver
al
took care of South's heart loser, aboard the Sigma
7
on
nine-ho
a
ur
It might seem redundant to and the game was home.
remind a player that atthe start of
Declarer had a virtually sure
In 1974. Frank Robinson was
play everyone at the table has 13 thing going for him when he opted
cards, but it is surprising how for the spade finesse.Tothat point, named major-league baseball's first
often thisfundamentalfactis over- Easthad turned up with eightclubs, black manager as he was placed in
looked.
two diamonds and presumably the charge of the Cleveland Indians.
"Cr11-1 V
Consider this deal where K-Q of hearts (it would make no
In 1981. Irish nationalists at the
South reached five diamonds as sense for East to shift to the king of Maze Prison near Belfast, Northern
TIME MANAGEMENT RULE*1
OH, HI, CATH4!
YAK YAK YAK,
TIME MANAGEMENT RULE 4Z:
shown, and West led the jack of hearts at trick three unless he also Ireland. ended seven months of
K
ALLOT ME HOUR EACH MORNYAK YAK YAK
YAK YAK YAK YAK YAK
DO NOT BEGIN WITH A CALL
clubs. East overtook thejack with had the queen). Therefore, East hunger strikes that had claimed 10
ING TO RETURN PHONE LETS"
YAK YAK YAK
YAK YAK YAK YAK YAK
TO YOUR MOTticR.
the
queen and cashed the king, could hold no more than one spade lives.
FROM THE PREVIOUS DAV.
YAK YAK YAK YAK YAK
West discarding a heart.Eastthen -the ten he had produced on the
Ten years ago: West Germany
YAK YAK YAK YAK.,48r.
shifted to the king of hearts.
first round of the suit.
and East Germany ended 45 years
YAK LiAK YAK, YAK, 48ic
of postwar division, declaring the
YAK YAK YAK YAK
Tomorrow: Scintillating defense.
creatio
YAK
n of a new unified country.
YAK VA K
02000 King Features Syndicate Inc.
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
made his first known visit to KuCROSSWORDS
wait since his country seized con41 Tavern stock
ACROSS
trol of the oil-rich emirate.
42 Indian nurse
Answer to Previous Puzzle
43 Unclaimed
1 Pass
between
mail dept

7
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Ft car WORSE.
SOHN'S KEEPIN6 CHU6-0406
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44 Run of the 45 A Hams
47 Roman 1052
49 "Burning
Bed" actress
53 Dodges
57 Globe
58 Fair price
60 Be in debt
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63 Neighbor of
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9 Auction offer
12 Year(SO
13 City in
Nebraska
14 Day before
holiday
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31 Away
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Subscribe to the
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Asia
23 Tasty
24 Army ott.
26 Crypt
28 Greeting
29 The thrill of
-30 Precious
thing
32 - Amin
33 Worm
35 Not the same
39 Ma's partner
40 "Nightmare"
Street
41 Three-toed
sloth
44 Woman's
name
46 Letterrnan's
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48 Actress
Judith 49 TV network
50 Greek
magnate
51 Baseball stat
52 With Solo,
Harrison Ford
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sheep
56 Sun talk
59 - Mans
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Racers try to shake off Western loss
MSU focuses attention on Skyhawks

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Murray State head coach Joe
Pannunzio is trying to shake an
illness, but it has nothing to do
with the common cold.
"It's nice to be back at work,"
said Pannunzio Monday. two days
after a disappointing 48-38 loss
-to' niiarWes-fern Keittu-CIY. --"rve
been sick. The losing bug has been
with me for 24 hours, and I'm
just now getting over it."
Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference opener was a tough pill to
swallow for Pannunzio and the
Racers, who fell to 2-3 overall
and to 0-1 in league play.
It was Murray's second con-

secutive loss to the Hifitoppers. defense allowed Western to pile
who moved up four spots to No. up 399 yards rushing on 54 run20 in the latest Division I-AA ning plays.
national poll after improving to 4Murray held the 'Toppers' lim0.
ited air attack in check, allowing
"We just didn't put ourselves only 52 yards passing. But WKU's
position---to--win -that game." tailback tandem- of -Keith-'Brooks
noted Pannunzio. "When you turn and DeWayne Gallishaw rushed
the ball over the way we did and for 186 and 118 yards, respecthen let them score on a kickoff, tively, on 30 combined carries.
you're not going to win ... They
"I hate the option," Pannunzio
didn't make any mistakes, and we said jokingly. "I though we did a
did."
better job of stopping it Saturday
The Racers biggest nemesis this than we did before (against Samyear - the option - came back to ford and Indiana State).
haunt them again, as the MSU
"We stopped their pitch about

art has played," he said. 'This is we would struggle to score 21
the first time that any team has points. But you have to give our
centered their game plan around offensive line a lot of credit. They
70 percent of the time, but we stopping him. And I think he han- did a great job of giving Stewart
still didn't play very well against dled it really well ... He's going the time to do what he did."
it ... Hopefully, we won't have to be an outstanding quarterback
With already one loss in OVC
to see it after this week," he added. for us."
play, the Racers will look to -rival
However, there was a silver linWith Childress at the controls, Eastern Kentucky for help this
ing in the Racers' dark cloud.
the Racer offense continued its hot weekend.
-Partnunzirr centinues--b-e - --,snralc-------which-began in the secThe ItTftopPirs
iilay their- impressed with the progress of ond half of a loss at Middle Ten- second rivalry game in as many
redshirt freshman quarterback nessee State Sept. 16.
weeks when they host the Colonels
Stewart Childress, who garnered
MSU racked up a whopping in Bowling Green.
OVC Newcomer of the Week hon- 591 yards of total offense against
"The best thing that can hapors for completing 34-of-56 pass- a Western defense that had given pen for us right now for Eastern
es for a career-high 425 yards and up just one touchdown in its three Kentucky to beat Western Kenthree touchdowns against Western. previous games.
tucky," Pannunzio explained. "We
His 56 attempts are a school record.
"That surprised the heck out of still have a good chance to com"I'm happy with the way Stew- me," said Pannunzio. "I thought pete for the OVC title."

MSU
women
fourth in
tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State women's golf
team is in fourth place after Monday's opening round of the 13team 2000 Lady Racer Classic, a
36-hole tournament played at the
par-72, 6,017-yard Frances E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Arkansas State took the firstround lead with an 18-hole score
of 313, followed by Eastern Kentucky at 316, Austin Peay State
at 320 and MSU at 322.
Arkansas State's Leigh Ann
Jones shot a 3-over-par 75 to top
the individual leaderboard.
Lady
Racer
sophomore
Stephanie Baskey is tied for fifth
in the 67-golfer event with a 78
(42-36), just three strokes behind
Jones.
The final round of the Lady
Racer Classic began today at 9
a.m.
Men's Golf
RICHMOND, Ky. — Murray
State finished in fourth place at
the 19-team EKU Colonel Classic Saturday at the par-72. 6,638yard Arlington Golf Course.
The Racers fired a tournamentbest .290 in the final round to
charge from the ninth-place position it held Friday to close with
a team score of 899.
Host Eastern Kentucky won the
three-round tournament with an
881, followed by Ohio at 888 and
Belmont at 895. EKU's Sam Covitz
won a six-player playoff to take
individual honors with a 219.
The Racers were led by senior Michael Calef's 223, which
tied him for 10th place out of
104 golfers.
MSU returns to action today
and Tuesday in the Hillman Robbins Intercollegiate in Millington,
Tenn.
Women's Tennis
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. -Murray State wrapped a successful outing at the UTC Women's
Fall Classic Sunday.
MSU's doubles team of junior
Maria Alonte and sophomore Erica
Heshelman won the Flight 'B'
championship by ousting Tennessee-Chattanooga's Catherine
Allen and Saskia van Velze 8-4
in the final match.
The Lady Racer pair of sophomore Cheryl Graham and senior
Gina Katona took the 'C' consolation bracket, while freshman
Melissa'Spencer won the 'A' singles consolation bracket;
Katona advanced to the finals
of the 'D' singles bracket, falling
6-1, 6-0 to Jacksonville State's
Belinda Baca.
Murray State will host Southern Illinois Oct. 12 at 2:10 p.m.

Grbac, Chiefs rally
past Seahawks 24-17

ALL SHOOK UP.. Elvis Grbac threw for 256 yards and two touchdowns
to rally the Kansas City Chiefs to a 24-17 Monday night victory over
AFC West rival Seattle.

Mayfield blanks Lakers 2-0
Staff Report
"We played them well, but we suffered a broken nose and conMurray Ledger & Times
just didn't finish any shots."
cussion in CCHS' loss to Murray
MAYFIELD. Ky. — A year
Dan Mathis recorded three saves " Wednesday, could return for the
after being swept in the regular for the visitors, but the Calloway Lakers' visit to Madisonvill
e-North
season by the eventual First Region goalkeeper could not stop Evan Hopkins Saturday at
2:30 p.m.
champions from Calloway Coun- Granier's goal six minutes into the
Girls' Soccer
ty. Mayfield returned the favor contest.
Murray's junior-varsity squad
with a 2-0 home win over the
Neither side would find the goal defeated Marshall County 24 MonLaker boys' soccer team Monday. again until Brandon Harvey sent day at "Iji ,Holland
Field.
The Cardinals (8-5) moved to a pass from Matt Hale into the
After a scoreless first half, Aly4-3 in the Second District stand- back of the net with 15 minutes cia Watkins gave
the Lady Tigers
ings despite being outshot 13-8 remaining.
a 1-0 lead before Marshall Counby Calloway. which fell ,to 3-11
Brian Schorr and Evan Roberts ty added the equalizer.
overall and 1-5 in league play.
combined for 10 saves to give the
But Chelsee Riggins' goal with
"Against the top teams like Fort Cardinals a shutout.
10 minutes left gave MHS the
Campbell and Henderson County,
"It was 1'-0 for the longest time, victory.
we seem to step it up, but we but we got impatient too soon and
Murray's varsity team plays Secreally needed that match because that played right into Mayfield's ond District
foe and crosstown
it was in the district," said CCHS hands," Kennedy said. "Mayfield's' archrival Calloway
County today
head coach Mark Kennedy, whose a team on the rise, but we feel at 5:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Field
Lakers placed eight shots on goal we can play with them."
before the MHS boys host Mayto four for Mayfield.
Senior keeper Brady Harris, who field at 7 p.m.

McKeon among fired managers
By The Associated Press
Jack McKeon paid the price for
not taking Ken Griffey Jr. to the
playoffs. Buck Showalter lost his
job for not keeping Arizona there.
After a season in which there
were no managerial changes for
the first time since 1942, skippers
are finding the offseason not so
secure.
,McKeon 'and ShOwalter were
fired Monday after finishing sea-
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KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — Elvis Grbac
is looking like a new man — and not just
because he hasn't shaved since the Kansas
City Chiefs started winning.
This Grbac stays cool under pressure, throws
accurate passes into tight coverage and leaves
the field to cheers instead of the boos that
used to rain down from Arrowhead Stadium.
"I think he's the same guy," center Tim
Grunhard said after Grbac threw for 256 yards
and two touchdowns in Monday night's 24.17 win over the Seattle Seahawks. 'But I
think now he thinks he's capable of making
every throw. To have him do that consistently just gives him confidence and gives us
confidence in him also."
It's all a matter of expepience. Grbac said.
"It's being here for four years and going
through tough times," he said. "Now I have
an opportunity to really understand my abilities and the offense's ability. I knew that
sometimes I would get the big play and sometimes I really had to dump it off. I had to
be patient more than anything else."
Grbac displayed both patience and confidence on the drives that led to his TD passes.
After Seattle (2-3) went up 7-0 late in the
first quarter on Jon Kitna's 1-yard pass to
Itula Mili, Grbac went 5-for-5 for 69 yards
on the Chiefs' first possession of the second,
capped by his game-tying 15-yard pass to
tight end Tony Gonzalez.
Then, in the third quarter, Kansas City (32) trailed 17-7 and found itself pinned at its
own 5 after Jeff Feagles' pooch punt.
Grbac went to work again, hitting Derrick

sons that didn't
duplicate
last
year's success
despite adding
high-priced star
players.
"Expectations
were high," said
McKeon, who
couldn't lead the
Reds to the playoffs with Griffey.

McKEON

"If there's got to be a fall guy,
I'll be glad to take the responsibility."
Pittsburgh's Gene Lamont was
also fired — one day after Terry
Francona was cut loose in Philadelphia — and others could follow
soon.
Los Angeles' Davey Johnson
and Toronto's Jim Fregosi will
hear about their fates in the coming weeks.

Alexander on the first play- of the drive for
a 73-yard gain and finding him again two
plays later for a 17-yard touchdown that made
it 17-14.
On the 73-yard play, Grbac threw the ball
just over linebacker George Koonce's head,
and Alexander made a leaping grab in front
of Springs. Then he Managed to hold on when
he bounced off safety Jay Bellamy in the end
zone.
"Elvis made a great throw," said Alexander, who finished with 153 yards on five
receptions. "It was right over the guy's head,
and I was able Ib go up and make the play.
I don't know how I caught it, but it just kind
of stuck to my hands."
After that, Seattle wasn't able to regain
any momentum. Pete Stoyanovich, who missed
a 37-yard- field goal on the Chiefs' first possession, tied it at 17. with a 27Lyarder early
in the fourth quarter.
Mike Cloud's 15-yard run put Kansas City
ahead 24-17 with 4:26 remaining after a Seattle drive, ended with the Chiefs' successful
instant-replay appeal.
Officials at first ruled that tight end Christian Fauna made a 2-yard catch for a first
down at the Seattle 33, but the play was
overturned when referee Ed Hochuli viewed
the replay and said the ball hit the ground.
"1 thought he caught it, but I was worried
about getting the first down," Seattle coach
Mike Holmgren said.
"I didn't know if he had enough for the
first down. I though he caught it, but if you're
a really good football team, you make your
own breaks."
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KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL POLL
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The top teams in
the Kentucky Associated Press high school
football polls, with first-place votes, records,
total points and previous rankings:
4A
1 Lou. Male (11)
6-0
128
1
2 Lou. Trinity (1)
6-1
115
2
3 Lou. St. X. (1)
6-1
107
3
4 Lex. Paul Dunbar
4-2
73
4
5. Lou. Manual
6-1
65
4
6. North Hardin
5-1
46
8
7. Johnson Central
6-0
29
10
8. Marshall County
4-2
26
9
9. Lex. Bryan Station
3-3
25
7
10 Meade County
5-1
23
6
Others receiving votes- Boyd Co. 19, Boone
Co. 12, Scott Co 11, Oldham Co. 11, Apollo 10, Hopkinsville, 8, Ryle 5, Lou Ballard
1, Lou. Henry Clay 1.
3A
1. Highlands (12)
5-1
129
1
2. Bowling Green
7-0
99
2
3. Rockcastle Co. (1)
6,
0
98
3
4. Harrison County
6-0
77 • 4
5. Owensboro
6-1
61
5
6. Lou. Waggener
6-0
55
6
7. Paducah Tilghman
5-2
42
8
8. Whitley County
41
g
6-0
9. Sheldon Clark
6-1
.36
7
10. East Jessamine
6-0
16
Others receiving votes. Calloway Co. 12,
Dixie Heights 10, Bell Co. 7, Warren Cen-
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tral 7, Greenup Co. 6, Lincoln Co. 5,
Lawrence Co. 4, Pulaski Southwestern 4,
Holmes 3, Hopkins Co. Central 2, Lou. Central 1.
2A
1 Boyle County (13)
7-0
130
1
2. Lexington Catholic
6-1
110
3
3. Corbin
5-1
109
2
4. Glasgow
5-1
84
4
5. Middlesboro
5-1
62
5
6. LaRue County
5-1
so
6
7. Breathitt County
3-2
44
7
8. Belfry
4-2
34
9
9. Mason County
5-2
20
10
10. Green County
6-0
16
Others receiving votes: Russell 13, Casey
Co. 12. Mercer Co. 10. Garrard Co. 4, Lou.
Moore 4, Elizabethtown 1, West Carter 1.
IA
1. Beechwood (7)
6-0
118
1
2. Mayfield (3)
6-0
111
2
3. Pikeville (1)
7-0
3
88
4. Somerset (2)
4
6-0
81
5. Danville
4-1
81
5
8. Bellevue
6-0
67
6
7. Trigg County
6-0
39
9
8 Campbellsville
6-1
37
7
9 Bardstown
4-0
35
8
10. Murray
5-1
19
Others receiving votes: Hancock Co. 16,
Russellwile 14, Harrodsburg 4, Paintsville
2, Newport Central Catholic 1. Berea 1
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